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NEBRASKA ROADS

Auspicious Event.
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Reported Sale of Steamship Baraes Interview Was Thougt
Company to Railroad
to Be Great Card In War
Company.
on Organization.

'ImfS

are Celebrating the
IKE UNION HAS BEEN PROLIFIC

TRY TO

WHEN

ONLEGISLATURE

CONSTERNATION

to the danger, and convinced of the
necessity of a closer union between
the kingdoms; and King William In
particular devoted all the closltg
years of his life to accomplishing this
end, opposed in the matter at every
step by France, which knew by her
experience of the past that with Scot'
land as an enemy threatening the
northern frontier of England, much
of the latter's importance as a foe
English manufactur
would vanish.
ers and merchants were intensely
Jealous of their Scottish rivals and
bitterly opposed to the removal of the
restrictions placed upon them. The
idea of granting their Scotch competitors the same advantages which
they themselves enjoyed was abhor
rent to them, and all their influence
was employed to prevent anything of
the kind taking place. The scotch,
on the other hand, did not relish the
idea of the loss of their national
ceT ind rdlu iloardlu iouuao luoa
individuality by merging their hist try
They felt that
in that of England.
It would Involve the Increase of tax
ation and a share in the responslbil
Ity of England's national debt. Scotland feared for the existence of h.ir
national church and of her time-ho- n
ored institutions; and then, too, there
was to the north of the Tweed a
widespread feeling of loyalty to the
exiled Stuart princes, who were awcre
that the true source of their strengtn
lay in Scotland.
It was good Queen Anne who An
ally brought about the union of Scot
land and England, which was rendered possible only by sacrifices and for
bearance on both sides, the agree
ment, while accompanied by many
regrets and reservations, being nevir-theleregarded both in Edinburgh
and in London as on the whole as
fair to one side as to the other.
appointed to
The commissioners
elaborate the act of union began by
eliminating two rocks upon which
previous attempts of the same kind
had been wrecked, namely, by agree
ing to leave to each country its own
church and Its own code of laws.
Theso two sources of difficulty being
removed, the remainder of the agres-menarrowed down to four main
points, namely, the succession to tho
crown, trade, taxation and the com
position of tho future parliament.
The Scotch commissioners agreed to
the demands of the English that the
latter's act of succession settling the
crown upon the descendants of Uueen
Anne, and, falling, then upon the
Protestant house of Hanover, should
be extended to Scotland. The Scotch
house of parliament and the ScotJh
and
privy council were abolished
seats in
Scotland received forty-liv- e
tho English house of commons and
sixteen seats in the house of lords, n
which her representatives were to be
elected at tho beginning of each par
llament by the Scotch peer assembled
for the purpose at Holywood paia.se.
in obedience to a summons from the
crown. The national debt and taxi
tlon were adjusted by the Imposition
In Scotland of a moderate share of
the land tax, by the extension of Scot- ss

nt

THIS BABY SPURNED BY
MAN HE CALLED PAPA

New York, March 7. E. H. Harri-ma- n
arrived from Washington
noon today. He said he was well at
with his visit.
He thought the
administration had arrived at the
conclusion that more attention and
consideration should be shown to railway matters.
Regarding his views
of the general situation, he said:
"We all make mistakes. We sometimes have to back-tracI have
had to do it."
Harrtman intimated that he expects
to visit Washington again shortly by
appointment with President
Roo.a-elk.

L

land of a part of the responsibility
for the national debt of Englaiid.
which in those days amounted to
$80,000,000 and by the adoption of a
uniform rate of customs and excise
duties for both kingdoms.
But the
principal point was the removal of
all trade restrictions between the two
kingdoms, the establishment of free
commercial Intercourse between Scotland and a country such as England,
in which wealth was much more wide
ly spread, and the admission of Scotland to the same advantages
and
privileges as those enjoyed by Engforeign
land in trade with
countrl'H.
After an agreement based on these
lines had been reached by the commissioners, th convention wai
to the Scotch and English parliaments. In Scotland the maJorKy
in favor was 41, the votes being 110
for and 69 against the ratification of
the treaty. At Westminster the opposition was considerably smaller,
and on March 6, 1707, the act of union between Scotland and England
received the royal sanction and the
signature of Queen Anne. Since then
the representation of Scotland in the
house of commons has been gradually
to seventy-tw- o
increased from forty-fiv- e
Scotland, as motmemebers.
ioned above, was left at the union in
the enjoyment of her separate system
of laws and legal administration. But
the laws of England and Scotland
have been in many respects assimilated, the criminal law of the two
countries being almost identical, although the methods of procedure aia
respects different.
In many
The
court of session, as the supreme court
In civil cases is called in Scotland,
dates from 1532, and was formed 011
the model of the parliament at Paris,
and Is held at Edinburgh. It consists of thirteen Judges, acting as an
Inner and outer house. The inner
house has two divisions, with four
Judges each, the first being presidil
over by the lord president of tha
whole court, and the second by the
lord Justice clerk. In the outer house
five Judges, called lords ordinary, sit
Appeals may be
In separate courts.
made from the lords ordinary to
either of the divisions of the intior
house, and, If tho occasion demand:!,
the opinion of all the Judges of the
Apcourt of session may be called.
peals may also be made from th?
of
lords
to
house
the
court of session
The lord JusiIjc
at Westminster.
general (lord president), the lord Justice clerk and five other Judges from
the high court of Justiciary, instituted
in 1072 for criminal cases, which sits
at Edinburgh for the trial of caes
referred to it from the circuit courts
The members of the bar who practice
In these courts are described as advocates. The principal law officer of
crown Is the lord advocate, and the
lawyers who in England are styled
solicitors, are known lu Scotland at
Scotland la
writers to the signet.
represented In the cabinet by a secretary for Scotland, who In the present
Sinclair,
administration Is Captain
the
of Lord Aberdeen.
From this it
viceroy of Ireland.
will be seen thai zuu years 01 uino.i
have not served to destroy the time
honored Institutions of Scotland.
sv.o-mitt-

son-in-la-

NO THAW TRIAL TODAY SEAL FISHER

BECAUSE DEATH III

SHERIFFS
BE

LAW UKN'f'K Ht'NT BAP SETT. WHO IS
MERRY TV
xl'l'KNEH BY TUB FAT11KK OK II IS BROTHERS AND SISTERS.
Omaha Neb.. Mar. 7. I "has. C.
sett told the court he wanted the

1

PAID

TO

REGULAR

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 7. It Is learn
ed that a measure will be Introduced
in the legislature to put the county
sh. iltTs on straight salary basis and
to allow the counties to receive the
fees.
Whether the mensure will pass Is a
question that would be difficult to
answer.
The proposed measure would place
ill sheriffs in first class counties on
a salary of $4,500 a year; In second
counties, $4,000; third class, $S,- dass
r, on ;
fourth, lifth and sixth class, $2,- !).
Such deputies as nro necessary
would be appointed by th sherllf and
their compensation would be fixed by
lie board hi supervisors.

iour oniesi, inn not the youngest,
whom, he .Ud, was not his chill.
This tne is now about two years old,
a beautiful,
niei ry little boy.
His
11. other
named him Lawrence Hunt
t.
after the minister.
The baby, whom Bassett spurns,
St. IXMlU WlMtl.
wis born in n hospital ten months
lifter be left Washington on x lonu
St. Louis, Mar. 7. Wool
trip for tho government.
unchanged.

CREWJSCAPES

No Word So

Far Received One Hundred and Three Men
From Jury In the Steve
Reach the Shore in Safety
' "
"
AdamsTrTal.
Without Loss.

ABE KUEF YET IS

IN

HIDING SAYS CORONER
New York, Mar. 7. Death in Justice Fitzgerald's family postponed the
sessions of the Thaw trial for today
and the court did not sit. On Friday
when the court reconvenes the
will call two more
alienists,
probably Dr. Graeme, M. Hammond
and Dr. Smith E. Jelliffre.
Delmas Buys he but two more witnesses. How long it will take Jerome
to cross examine these experts no one
CHn tell.
It will depend largely on
their willingness to give direct answers.
se

KTKVK ADAMS ,M RY IS
NOT HEADY TO UKIDKT
Wallace, Mar. 7. No word has
come from the Jury deliberations on
the case of Steve Adams, charged with

the murder of Fred Tyler, but the
general impression obtains that the
Jury will not agree.

Kcmirra pleads

not
UI KF NOT

BRITISH CHANNEL SHIP
FLOATS OFF SAND BAR
St. Johns, N. F., March 7. Tho
seal fishing steamer Leopard was
crushed in Ice floes off Cape Race
durlnlg n terriffic gale at midnight,
and totally wrecked.
The crew of
103 reached the shore In safey.

1.VHSKKKK

STEAM EH OX
SANDS, HUT l'LOATS OFF.

Flushing, Holland, March 7. The
British steamer Cambridge grounded
this morning on Nolle Plaat, during a
fog.
This is the second
steamer to be Imperiled since tho
Berlin was wrecked at the Hook of
Holland a week ago. As the tide receded it left the Cambridge high and
dry on a sand bank. The passengers
are still aboard this afternoon.
Life Nor lroMrty Ixmt.
London, March 7. There were
forty-si- x
passengers on the Cambridge
and her crew consists of between
forty and fifty, officers and men. A
telegram received this afternoon says
the vessel Is not in the slightest danger.
lUximu-Trip to Antwerp.
Flushing,
March 7. The Cambridge was floated off the sand bank
later in the day.
She apparently
suffered no damage and proceeded on
her way to Antwerp.
cross-chann-

el

GITLTY,
TO'XD
San Francisco, March 7. At 10
o'clock this morning, the whereabouts
of Abraham Ruef remained a mystery. Coroner Walsh, who has succeeded Sheriff O Neil in the attempt
to serve a bench warrant on the indicted attorney, will report to Judge
Dunne at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Muyor Schmilz appeared before Judge
Dunne and pleaded not guilty to the
Rumor Say Corey Will Resign.
charges of extortion preferred against
I'lttsburg, March 7. It is stated
him by the grand Jury. By agreement
of counsel next Monday was set for here on reliable authority that W. K.
the trial. The court then adjourned Corey, president of the United States
until 2 o'clock to await the report of Steel corporation, will retire June 1.
the coroner, who h.1 it been directed
to take Ruef Into custody, If lie. can
be found.
t'MTFD STAR S HAS No
TIIOrtillT OF I NTi: II V K I X ' .
Washington, Mmh 7. Mexico and
the United states are u.slng their
kindly olliecs In a i attempt to effect
a settlement of the trouble which
threatens to invo), e all live of the
Central American republics in wir.
Mexican Ambas.-- . lor Creel had a
long conference v:th Secretary Rojt
today, and Minister of Nicaragua
l.'orea and Minister of Costa ltlc-- i
Calvo also called ct the state department, but there
no late advic-j-s
and none would r veil comment upon
the situation today.
The Impression :s general In dlp'o-mati- e
circles that Salvador, Uual:
inula and Costa Kica are ubout to
throw their sum rt to Honduras in
an attempt to c:u-!- i Nicaragua and to
humble president Xelaya.
It may be
stated positively that thero is no
uiougm or intervention upon me part
of the United Stat, s, and that Mexlirj
is believed to be unwilling to interConcord, N. 11 , March 7. With all
vene.
the lawyers in the Eddy ease, with
the exception of General Streeter, in
RATTLE WITH MINE
I 'I RE V N SUCC I --SSl'UL. Boston, the center of Interest lias
from
Cheyenne, Wyo., March 7. it is re- shifted
Concord.
General
ported at the headquarters of the Un- Streeter met John W. Kelly and
ion I'aeltic Coul company here thit Nathaniel E. Martin, of counsel for
the No. 2 mine at Cumberland, which Mr. Glover, and notified them that
was closed on December 20, when flro he would not accept service In the
broke out In the lower workings, is suit for the defendants.
till on tire, and the efforts made t'J
Streeter met In his
Iiter Generul
extinguish the ll.irnes have so far nfliee
C. Strang, assistant secre
LeU
proven unavaillngtary to Mrs. Kaiiy.
A number of men almost lost their letter to General Streeter bruuo.
Mrj.
lives when the lire occurred.
The Eddy, and carried one backfrom
to her.
mine was hermetically sealed la an
Streeter would not dlsciis
attempt to extinguish the flames by theGeneral
caso lu any of 1U phases, but hintOne attempt was
carbonic acid gas
might be important deed
there
that
made In Januaiy to open the mine, velopments
from his blJe of the caia
but failed, and the thermometers in un
bin a short time.
the colliery show that the tire Is still
At the repetition of the report that
burning.
Tho lire has caused a loss
of 1,600 tons a d.iy "f coal, or a totil Mis. Eddy was planning to make a
t lli.UUo tons sii.'-- the contlagrutiun public btateinent within a few days,
no definite state
began. At
lie merely smiled.
"I have always been represented by
ment can be inuJe as to when the big
General Streeter," said Mrs. Toinliu- mine will be reopened.

ROAD ACQUIRKS VALUABLE
STEAMSHIP LINE OF BOSTON.
Boston. March 7. Tha New York.
New Haven & Hartford railroad has
acquired control of the Merchants' Ac
Miners'
company,
Transportation
which operates
steamers
between
Boston and Savannah, Ga., and intermediate points, according to a
statement today by Mayor Fitzgerald.
The mayor said his information came
out at a conference held yesterday
between him and Charles S. Mellen,
president of the New Haven railroad,
concerning transactions pending between the New Haven road and Chas.
W. Morse, of New York, for the purchase of the Sound lines controlled by
the railroad.

Statement Denied.
New York, March
7. President
Whitney, of the Merchants' & Miners'
Transportation company, who was in
this city today, denied that the steamship company had been purchased by
the New Haven railroad:
HAILROADS RETALIATE BY
WITHDRAWING LOW RATES,
Omaha Neb., March 7. In retaliation for adverse legislation, culmin
ating in the passage of the two cent
per mile passenger fare bill, caasoi
the Nebraska legislature,
and
wmcn wenc into effect this morning,
all the Nebraska railroads have Is
sued a circular this morning abo
lutely abolishing all classes of re
duced fares.
ILLINOIS JOINS THE TWO
CENT l'Klt MILE STATES,
Springfield, 111., March 7. The two
cent maximum railroad fare bill passed the house today by practically a
unanimous vote.
BONAPARTE SAYS STATES
MAY RHINO IN IMMIGRANTS
Washington, Mar. 7. A statement
was Issued by the department of Justice today concerning an opinion sub
mitted to president Itoosevelt by Attorney General Bonaparte,
as to
whether certain immigrants,
who
landed In South Carolina last fall, are
legully in this country . The opinion
effect Is that the immigrants were
entitled to admission to the United
States and that they are In this country legnlly. This opinion agrees with
that rendered upon the case by Solicitor Earle of the department of commerce and labor.

l ira WILL MEET

BURNS FOR $5,000.
Ohio, March 7.
Before leaving this city Bob Fltzslm-mon- s
iHsued the following statement:
"I received In my mall here revised
articles of agreement for my battle
with Tommy Burns before the
Athletic club of Philadelphia.
We will fight six rounds and my share
of the gross receipts will bo at 30 per
centt, with a guarantee
of $5,000.
We will close the show In a few days
and I will go Into training on my
farm In New Jersey. 1 will do only
light work, as I am already In good
iihape and could go Into the ring at a
moment's notice."

East Liverpool,

BY

Special to Th Evening Cltlien.
w. M., Mar. 7. The exoania
posure
of th IturaM fnvlAa. ' -- 1
ieged to hnvA tMn . nihnpi...i
v..
Secretary Garfield, aa published
in
a senaatloa
iuuiuiu, i vs
here. It was ie created
general feeling that
no OfnVlA.1 vniM
ilMntlw
himself with a Utile knowledge of
conditions as 1,000 miles from New
mexico could obtain. It has served
to show the weaknesa anri ilun,.iin
of the
machine and
nas caused the little minority supporting that shaky combine to tremble In Its boots.
The Interview, hnwoe.r - Ing with the line of fight conducted
by the Journal throughout this session of the legislature.
Thfl tlnilRA
Ithia" m n- -n n rr I 1. L ri ....
, .A
two petitions from
Abbott of Santa
re iiivoring tne educational bill.
Holt introduced house bill No. Ill,
an act for the aettlomonr Af Hl.n.rf
accounts of public officials. Thi is
ituruu 01 council diii wo. 5, which,
eceiiuy passeu, ana was agreed upon
by those Interested as being more desirable according to an explanation
by Mr. Holt in the house today. The
bill passed.
House bill No. 184. by Sanchez, of
Taos, provide
for abolishment
of
gambling in New Mexico.
It Is a
sweeping measure and will undoubteuiy nave tne desired effect if enacted. It passed the house and will
now go to the council. That body
will have a chance to really go on
record as to whether or not It favors
.
lairialnllnn
come is awaited with muchTt.Interest
nmung an taxpayers as well aa glam-ble- rs
themselves.
Provide"
minimum fine
100 or a maximum of $500
of.T.1.0"1
a jail sentence for each violation. and
House bill No. 185. by Trujlllo, relative to listing of taxable property,
was referred to the committee on
House' bill No. 18, by Abbott'of
Sapta F, ante of liquor to
prohibited, was referred to the committee on Judiciary.
Hudspeth, who supplants Ruppe
minority leader, introduced a demo-ai
cratic resolution to ask for an accounting for all fees from the territorial secretary.
Referred to the
committee on finance.
He also Introduced house resolution
Xo. 4, asking for the investigation of
rumored Illegal land sales, by thi
same committee appointed to Investigate the sale by the government. Referred to the committee on finance.
The resolution was very lndennilo
and stated nothing except rumors.
It Is said to be a retaliatory measure.
In Its attempt to embarrass the house
It was effective, however.
Council Joint resolution No, 6, appropriating $5,000 for a Coronad)
memorial monument at Las Vegas,
passed the house by unanimous vote,
after eloquent and patriotic speeches
by liaca and Holt
House bill No. 163, by Holt, relative
to the sale of town sites where title is
vested In the probate
Judge, was
passed. The house Is still In sesslo.i.
lluppe this afternoon
introduced
house bill No. 187. to prohlbt
by Insurance companies or their
agents.
Studley Introduced house bill No.
18H, un act to repeal chapter 6 of
the
acts of the 36th legislative assembly.
The house is hard at work considering reports of committees and taking action on bills.
The council met at 3:30 j. m. and
took up the regular order of busi-
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"
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WOMAN WHO

Sl'EB
I'NDElt t'IKK I

WALSH
.NEW YOliK.
An investiga
tion made here into the affairs of the
stock brokerage concern of C. L. Har-rlo- n
New York, March 7.

,at to Broadway, by the United

.Stules postal authorities, revealed the
fact that there is no such person ai
C. L. Harrison.
It Is simply the bus',
ness title assumed by Violet Vlllier.
.sometimes known us Violet Watson,
who brought three actions for fi'JO
000 damages against Thos. K. Walsh
in September, 1SIU4. J.unes 11. Man..-Held-

SERVICE NOT ACCEPTED

lir-eii- t

steidi;

WRECKED

IN ICE FLOES BUT

JUDGE'SFAMILY

w-v-

lia-set-

CAME

Illinois Wheels Into Line With Ruppe Introduces Bill
Against In
Two Cent Per Mile Maxisurance Rebates by Commum Rate.
pany or Agents.

eat-Isfi- ed

vf tho I'nlted
States geological
survey, who sci ured a divorce from
Washington
his wife in
a
'ek ago,
naming Kev. Lawrence Hunt, formerly pastor of a Presbyterian church
of that city, as
is now
tr iiiK to get possession of his chil- in the courts of this city.
J s. B.iK'rtt has live children and
will rib tit to keep them all. Baa- -

FALSITY PROVEN

BOTH

Brought About Only By Wise Statesmanship and Mutual
Sacrifices and Concessions In Daysof
Good Queen Anne.
London. March 7. While Ireland
to bring
Is straining every nerve
unitabout a repeal of the legislation 1800,
ing her to Great Britain In
Tobehind
time.
Is
not
Scotland
far
day marks an extraordinary landmark In Scotland's history as it celethe
brates the 200th anniversary ofScotunion between England and
land.
Both kingdoms regard the event a3
are
a cause for national rejoicing and unemphatic in their belief that the
ion contracted Just two centuries ag3
has contributed not only to tha
grandeur of the British empire as a
whole, but also to the prosperity of
the two parties to the agreement.
For, if Glasgow is today second only
in Great Britain to London in point
of population, wealth and commercial Importance, superior In those respects even to Liverpool and to Manchester, it is owing to the removal ex-of
those restrictions of trade which
isted prior to the union, and which
would be the inevitable consequence
of any repeal of the union now existing between Great Britain and IreIndeed, at the present moland.
ment, when Hungary, following the
example of Ireland, Is clamoring for
independence and for separation from
Austria, as indispensable to her economic and political development, and
when Norway has Just succeeded in
cutting herself adrift from Sweden,
when secession, in fact, is in the air,
it is well worth while briefly to review
the lessons taught by the 200 years
of union between England and Scotland.
Of course the first step toward th9
agreement between the thistle and
the rose was when James VI of Scotland succeeded to the crown of England as Jarae I, a succession brought
about by the sagacity and prescience
of Henry VII, who, when nearly 100
years previously he gave his daughter, Margaret, to James IV in marriage, foresaw the eventual union of
that it
and predicted
the crowns,
of
acquisition
an
would- - prove
For the next
strength to England.
of
years
accession
100
after the
James I to the throne of England,
Scotland retained her own parliament, and, though owing allegiance
to the same king, was deprived of the
privilege of commercial equality, being treated by England In all matters
relating to trade and Industry as a
foreign country, the attempt of the
king to govern Scotland from London
through a Scottish parliament naturally furnishing abundant opportunities of unfair interference on the part
of officious English ministers in Scottish affairs. Finally the situation became so Intolerable that the two
kingdoms were rapidly drifting back
to the bitter enmity which had prevailed prior to the union of the
crowns and at the beginning of the
eighteenth century we find English
merchant ships being seized in t.ne
Forth by the Scottish government in
retaliation for the seizure of Scottish
shipping in the Thames.
Shrewd and patriotic statesmen un
both sides of the Tweed became alive

nr,

Th Evening Citizen, in Advano, as
Delivered by Carrier- -, to cents
ma nth.

MAHC1I 7. 1907.

,

known as "Bed Letter" Main-llelwho ran a
k
k" brokerage ollice here, and who disappeared suddenely in August, lsui. is
associated with her In the new venture.
Manslleld, when he disappeared, left a small army of clients, including many women, from whom ho
hud secured a sum aggregating $150,-00in a circular Mattered bru.t.1-cathe two promise that those who
do as they advise will be wealthy before New Year's. Miss Viiliers liled
her certificates as "C. L. Harrison" in
the county clerk's olllce on January
i!l, aval since that time the malls have
brought to her olllce a steady stream
of money for Investment.
d,

MRJJDY'S

COUNSEL

General Streeter so Notifies Attorneys
For Her Son Her Congressional
Cousin Interviews Her Prosecutors Fail to List Property.

st

MTri.lKslM M l,
Ill KS
lti:OKl OFA FATALITIES.
son, "and If it becomes necessary for
daring holdme to employ other counsel In thU up .Moscow, March 7.university
occurred at tho
here toinstance, I shall do so.
I have not day, while Die oilii-ialwere being
yet taken any steps In that direction. paid ofT lu the chancellory.
Seven
I don't believe In crossing bridg-.-armed men arrived, threatened all
until I come to them."
present with revolvers and demandMr. Baker,
representative In ed money.
Intruders then lired
congress and former
first cousin to .Mri. into the air, The
seized $JO,000 and di
Eddy,

hud another interview with her
today. The litigation was discussed
with her, but Mr. Baker would not
disclose what her views of the mutter
are.
no "isoclated with Mrs. Eddy
would discuss the sensational reports
that have been published of efforts
mado by emisslarles of Mrs. Eddy to
get possession of letters written by
the aged healer.
In seeking an estimate on the value
of Mrs. Eddy's ' property,
persons
identified with the prosecution of the
equity suit attempted to search the
records of the jcal tax olllce.
they weru
of the
state, access to th- iccoids wa 1.
fus,.l them

camped, killing the sergeant of police, whom they met at the door l
he was ubout to enter.
and Victim E'uie.
Warsaw, March 7. A bomb
noon
today Into the Hat oc-i
thrown at
cupied by i'rince Argutyuskl, director
of the government high school. Tlci
premises were wrecked, but
h
r,
pi lin e was inil injured.
The
a youth, escaped.
Av-issl-

botnb-throwe-

IOWA BANK HOBBEO
IV IlltOXIt
I
tihuiii". Mar. J. The

IIWIK.III'

the
slo lu live.
Farmers' Saving bank at Mammy
Iowa, was blown open early
loda.v,
the lobbcis securing 14 'l.m.

:

i

,
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

THE EVENING

CITIZEH

riMltlMl Dally Ml WMkly ky

Tie

Citizen Publishing Company

OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

s

In the history of expositions and demonstrate that there Is something new

STRANGER

TOWN.

BE

GIVEN

SHOW
Various Events Among ma
teurs Have Been Slated for
Jamestown Exposition.

ONE WAY FOREST UNITED

under the sun.
Step by step, feature by feature, (hit
project has from Its Inception bejii
steadily rising In an ascending scale
of distinction and lmpresslveness, the
ultimate perfection of which will be
revealed in the Impressive pageantry
ond
of the great military, marine
naval displays that will be held with-l- n
gates.
Under the
and without lis
mellow sublimity of a Virginian summer night, on one hand the dazzling
illuminations of a stupendous armada,
on the other tho crowded splendor of
an enchanted city fervid with festivity, a spectator at the extremity of
the great government pier will enjoy
of
a scene to which the gay revelries no
old Venetian nights would offer
comparison.
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Them Can Get Free Permits
For Use of Needed Timber.

12

One of the most successful of ou'
younger stars, Mr. Frank Ileamlsn.
will soon be seen In our clly in "A
Stranger In Town," heralded as a
musical play and under the manageIn this
ment of Harry H. Linton.
vehicle Mr. Hcamlsh is enabled to
display his versatility and genius with
consummate skill and charm of manner that will be found truly delightful. "A Stranger In Town" is one of
those richly humorous and daintily
charming musical comedies that is
entlreley free from the noisome double entendre and Its delicious comedy
will not bring a blush of shame to
the cheek of the most fastidious, yet
its action Is grotesque, Its situations
ludicrous and Its climaxes of the
nature.
most intense
In addition to the blight lines several catchy musical numbers and specialties have been Introduced which
materially add to the production.
The company carries everything In
the way of scenery and properties
and a feature of the play is the costuming of the ladles, their gowns being the latest New York creations.

Tlie government during the past
year has furnished $75,0000 worth of
timber to settlers und ranchers In o."
near the reserves, without charge,
one of the regulations of the forest
service provides that legitimate applicants may secure what timber they
need by what Is conveniently called
Fifteen
the "free use" privilege.
thousand permittees in this v.jy obtained timber to supply the!.- wants.
From these figures It may read'ly
be seen that the pettier lire securing
very material assistance without co.tf
At the
from the forest reserves.
same time, the free-us- e
business has
so
been
handled that the material
taken out has Improved the condition
which
of the forest. Head timber
would otherwise have rotted or helped to spread forest llres has been re
moved llrst of all.
Where It was
necessary for the settlers to have
green wood the rangers, so far as
possible, marked trees which
wve
suppressed, diseased, or from some
other cause no longer In a condltijn
for further growth. In this way the
which
secured material
ranchers
they desired, and at the same time
the forest was left stocked with the
thriftiest trees, whose chance to de
velop will be unhindered.
The greatest amount of free use
was on those reserves which He in the
semi-ari- d
plains of the west, where
on a num
there Is least timber.
ber of reserves the value of the mw
permits
were lssuei
which
terlal for
exceeded $3,000, and on the Wenaha
reserve in Washington and Oregon,
the Hear River reserve In Utah and
Idaho, and the Welser and Henrys
Iake reserves in Idaho It exceeds
$4,000. If there had been no restrlc
tlon on the settlers in securing this
material, great waste would havo
suited, because the, settlers would
have paid no attention to the future
good of the forest or its value as t
protective covering.
Another dU
tinct advantage of the system Is that
a settler, when he has secured his
permit, is sure of being able to get
the material from the locality assign
ed to him without interferenco from
other people.
Very little change in the handling
of the free-us- e
buslnss Is contemplated for the next year.
The ex
perience of the past year has shown
however, that methods can be sys
tematlzed so us to give yet better
service to the peoplo and be more
economical to the forest service.
This branch of the work of tho for
est service gives good evidence of tin
fact that the aim In the administration of the forest reserves is to aid
In tho permanent development of the
country and place only such restrictions on the cutting of timber as are
necessary for the maintenance of a
permanent timber supply an d the
conservation of water needed for Irrl
gatlon, for cities, and for the genera
tlon of power.
privilege has been
The free-us- e
granted freely to ranchers who are
building up homes, and enough tim
ber will be reserved to supply tneir
wants even If this will considerably
reduce the amount of timber that can

(Ilv A. S. Kclton.)
Norfolk. Va., March 6. Dr.
Grant, chairman of the championship committee of the South At
lantic association of the Amateur
Athletic union, has applied to Honorary Director James K. Sullivan, of ths
Jamestown exposition athletic even'.s.
for the following dates on which to
hold the different championships of
this district: June 15, track and field
championships; July 18. 19 and 20,
swimming contests; September 18, 17,
18. 19. 20 and 21, basket ball chamMIL
pionships; October 11 and 12, wrest- SONS OF MIKADO
ling championships.
These events will be open only to
the athletes residing In the territory
TO STEAL INTO
of the South Atlantic
association,
which Includes the states of Virginia,
North and South Carolina, Maryland,
West Virginia and the District of CoDr. (Jrant says that each of
lumbia.
these events will draw large numbers
of entries, and a most successful
series of athletic meets Is assured for
the exposition.
Arrangements have also been made Arrive on Prohibited Soil Only
for the holding of a dual meet h.
tween the South Atlantic and Southto Fall In Clutches of
ern associations of the Amateur Athletic union.
The southern branch Is
Immigration Agents.
composed of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee
and Texas. Knch district will el"t
Nine Japanese, after walking f"r
a team of Its best athletes, who will
come together at the Jamestown eleven days through the mountains of
Mexico and experiencing severe hard
stadium on October Dth, l'J07.
ships to find a convenient spot for
themselves Into this counIt may be said that the scale upon smuggling
try, have come to grief and are now
which the Jamestown exposition is in the
of tho Immigration Inprojected will reveal in its finality a spectors,hands
says the Kl Paso Herald.
climax magnlticent, and in the ultiFour of them were captured In fc.1
mate analysis this will rest upon the Paso
last evening; four were caught
original
and distinctive
feature3 n New Mexico, seven miles west of
which Berve to make this celebration El Paso, and the other one was apunique in the history of its kind. In prehended
They arc
Demlng.
all the glory of a record pageant, and charged withat violating the Immigrawith grandeur there will be inaugur- tion labor laws.
ated on the shores and waters of
To the interpreter at the immigra
Hampton I toads, near Norfolk, Va.,
tion station the four Japs who were
a few weeks hence, what promises to arrested
in El Paso stated that they
be a great American celebration and
anded in Mexico about three weeks
in many respects the most notable ex- - ago
and immediately started out for
n.
An outline of the pol.it
the United States, where they expect
which this conclusion Is base! ed
Very llttli
to
ts a demonstratalon of the. fea moneysecure employment.
was In the party. They learn
which are distinctive to the
the immigration officers of the
own exposition, and It is with ed
States were stopping Japanese
ve have to deal.
The keynote United
entering this country be sold.
to the entire situation Is found in the laborers from
fact that this is the first great expo and they planned to outwit the
sition to be held at the seaside.
Editor Most Anything
Iti
Thev walked for eleven days
situation on the sea, in the midst of
Do you believe there should be a
a beautiful country, and within the through the mountains of Mexico and law in this country preventing aliens
center of a populous civilization are crossed the border near Maratho.i, from owning property.'
points the potency of which is
CNSTANT READER.
which is about 200 miles east of El
From Marathon they came to
Paso.
If you mean the law should prevent
sep
by
they
property In their
Paso
El
In
owning
rail.
is
Paso
exposition
El
Inspiration
of this
them from
The
the romantic and Inspiring event of arated, five going west and four re- own country, no. If you mean preventing them from owning it in this
the nation's history, and the memor-iallzatlo- n maining here.
of the 300th anniversary of
The eight Jans arrested at Las Cru- - country, yes. John D. Rockefeller
K. H. Harrlman are having
power
and
the country's birth provides a
ces a week ago for violating the Immi
ful appeal to the patriotism and sen gration laws were brought o jsi ao hard enough time dividing what little
timent of the great American public by Immigration Inspector ltowe and there Is.
It Is situated in and surrounded by were given a hearing yesterday aft
39 Inches
There's Ice in Maine
the most historical section of ths ernoon.
thick. And there are ice dealers In
United 8tates, a point of no light sig
this neighborhood with skin twice that
nificance to the multitude who
The New York Central officials thick.
in visiting the scenes where hi
made a speed test at the scene nf
lory was made.
the old saying,
"Don't forget
recent
wreck and made 83
the
Its site is a health resort, offering
an hour without an accident, 'Never say die.
the tonic qualities of both land and miles
1
always say bleach or
"I don't.
sea, and to the pleasure seeker wh i hlch proves a train con make oi peroxide
would combine healthful recreation miles an hour safely sometimes.
with sightseeing, no spot In 1907 can
compare with that which lies on tin
border of Americas finest harbor,
For genuine amusement and real recIN BRIDAL CHAMBER TRAGEDY
reation it will offer opportunities pos- SELF DEFENSE
sible only to such a site. To thoe
who Judge an affair of this kind ty
the actual monetary value Involved it
may be said that the Jamestown ex
position, In Its various features,
contributory and accessory
will represent a money valuation of
uitj 1350,000,000, a fact supported
by evidence and easy demonstration
Whatever an exposition provides Or
of
the pleasure and entertainment
visitors is a legitimate asset of sucii
exposition, and the question of now
and whence ony feature Is derived In
no wise alters the fact of Its actuality.
x
r
The uartictnatton of the nations if
the world with their armies a'ld
:
navies Is alone sufficient to make of
I
X
this a great exposition, and while this
might be eliminated and still leave a
notable celebration, the addition of
these features Invest It with the dig
nlty of a great world event and as
sure a triumph.
In the conception of this enterprise
It was realized that the exposition o:
the twentieth century muni otter tiov
elty and originality unil things ot.v
than those met with In the dally
walks of life, and so while the Indus
trial and commercial features of til
Jamestown exposition will be enth'
ly adequate and equal to the displays
of some of the greater of its kind,
these have nevertheless been nuue
secondary or subordinate to the romantic, the spectacular, the pleasurable and the historical ,to the en
that It will set un unique precedent
'

MDJT'lfS
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Cabellero-Arralgn- ed

Pleaded Not Guilty.
Santa Fe. March 7. The first case
taken up yesterday was that of th!
united Mates vs. Maxim ano Tafoya
and Cruz Pueheco, nnd this case oc- cupieu tne attention of the court the
entire day.
are
The defendants
charged with fornication and adultery. Catron & Gortner appeared as
counsel for the defendants.
whlM
United States Attorneys Llewellyn
und leahy are conducting the
has thus far be vi
returned by the United States grand
Jury. It is against Dr. Jose L. Cabei- lerro and charges him with adultery.
The defendant was arraigned yei- terdny morning nnd entered a plea
of not guilty, and his case was set for
hearing during the present term of
court.
The f'aballero case promises to be
somewhat sensational. A week ago
Caballero was nrrpsted, together with
Mrs. Carlotta Howland Segura, upon
complaint of the woman's husband,
Jose Segura, of this city, who charges
the defendants with violating the Ed
munds act.
At the time of their ar
rest they were given a preliminary
hearing before United States Commis
sioner John P. Victory, who bound
them over to await the action of the
grand Jury In the sum of $500 each.
tlelng unable to furnish ball, both
were remanded to the county Jail to
wait trial.
The case of the United States vs.
Dr. J. II. Sloan, of this city, who is
charged with making illegal entries
upon coal lands in this county, has
been continued until the next term of
the United States court, by agreement
between the attorneys for the proscu- tlon and defense.
One indictment

Never can tell when you'll mash a
finger of suffer a cut. bruise, burn or
scald. Be prepared.
Dr. Thomas'
Eclectrlc OH instantly relieves the
pain quickly cures the wound.
AN

ORDINANCE

TO

WANTED.
West
WANTED Messenger boys.
ern Union Telegraph office.
WANTED At once, a girl who un-TImperial
derstands starching.
Laundry Co.
WANTED
second
Gentleman
always
Don't
how
think
hand clothing. No. 61$ South First
you can get them.
cheap
street, south of viaduct. Send adThink Instead, where you can
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
get the freshest, the purewt
proprietor.
end strongest and come where
WANTED A position by mail of 30
years. Honest, sober and not afraid
you can always get them. We
of work. Have references. Address
only
one quality the
hare
C. E." care of Cltlsen office.
REST ALWAYS.
.Ami our
AGENTS WANTED.
prices are always the lowest,
MEN AND WOMEN A KB MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our emquality considered.
broidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not youT
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. 8.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS. Omaha, Neb.
FOR KENT.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
Inquire at
housekeeping;
$12.
40$ North Second street.
FOR RENT A furnished house of
Occidental Life Building.
four rooms; bath and two screen
porches. f08 South Fourth street.
FOR RENT For two months, six- room furnished home, close in; all
Inquire M.
modern conveniences.
Mandell or Scott Knight.
FOR
RENT Five room
house.
Comer Broadway and
partially furnished, electric
light
and bath, low rent. 209 North Sec
sEast Railroad Avenue
ond street. Apply to F. II. Strong.
cottage,
FOR RENT A
Colo Phone, RIack 30.
well furnished; also two and thrie-rooflats. Apply 110 East Cial
avenue.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West
Full Sot of Teeth
avenue.
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
FOR RENT Five-roohouse In
Gold Crowns
$0
good repair, corner of Railroad
&Oo
Pulnlcsa Extracting
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR- ranch, on
FOR RENT Nine-acr- e
AN TEED.
home,
Mountain
road;
large chicken yard, 6 acres in Al
In
falfa, 2 acres In fruit trees.
quire at this office.
FOR RENT Cheap, furnished rooms
for light housekeeping
in the
country.
Garden chickens, stable.
See Mlsa Philbrick at Kindergarten,
614 West Gold avenue, forenoons.
B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light hourekeeplng $1.00
per week and up, furnished with
B JRDENED
GREAT
BY
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes. The Minneapolis House,
624 South Second street, Albuquer

BUILD

five-roo-

Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARS-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, as low
and as high aa $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
your
In
possession.
Ooods remain
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
borrowing.
us
see
before
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parte of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
$16 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

tit

You Waited
Too Long'
e sold tluit snan to mimlirr
party vl took Unto by the forelock.
Wo have one or two more almost as
good though. Conic In nnd ask about

nnd

them.

PORTERFIELD

two-stor-

PROFESSIONAL
LAW

Tl-jer- as

Ira

m

que, N. M.

1 OR SALC.
trap;
FOR
SALE A
cheap. Sfl5 Ttaca avenue.
big
FOR SALE A good
cow. will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE Small business, with
horse and wagon, paying $18 per
week. Sell cheap for cash. Ad- -

TRIES

SUICIDE

se

CO.

216 West Gold Ave.

m

one-hor-

T.OAXS.

MONEY to LOAN

m

TRAGEDIES, HE

PliOPKI'TY

On

PHARMACY

SIDEWALKS

ORDINANC E XO :!K7.

he

PERSONAL

The HIGHLAND

LIFE

IW7.

ATTORNEY

CARDS

I'ERS.

M. Bond.

AT LAW, 82 F.Bt.,
D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights.
caveats.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. D. Uryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
que, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT I.AW.
Office.
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 nnd S, Barnett bulldlna.
over O'Rielly's drug store. Phon.
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.: 1:30
m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ad- polntments made by mall.
'
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. U.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
occiuentat Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque. N. M.
1H. R. L. HCST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both nhnnea.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White. hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms 4
Bar.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

N. W., Washington.

Notice ordinance to build of ce
ment. six feet in width, the sidewalks
the west side of North High WEALTHY EXILE, AFTER VAINLY
dressC. R., Cltiiien office.
street, from Railroad
avenue tJ
TRYING TO CLEAR NAME, SUF FOR
Grand avenue, anil on the south side
SALE The Claude Girard
;REAT
AND
FROM
FIRE,
I'ERS
of Iron avenue, between Third stiee
property on Mountain road, first
and Fourth street.
SHOOTS HIMSELF OYER WRIT
house west of acequla, near SixHe it ordained by the city council
TEX RECORDS OF THE PAST.
teenth street. Inquire on premises
or the city of Albuquerque, New Mex
or at 300 North Proadway.
lco:
Thut Whereas, In the opinion of
IL1IH
DRESSER ATTD CHIROPO- 7.
Cleveland, Ohio, March
Unable
tho city council or the city of Albu
DIST.
bear a burden trifling compared
querque, New Mexico, the building of to
to one he bore In his youth, John
cement, six feet in width, the sido Schaber
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlorj, No.
shot himself twice and may
walks on the west side of North High
In his room he was found lean 209 West Railroad avenue, Is prs
stree.t from Railroad avenue to I die.
oi me case ot pared to give thorough scalp treatGraud avert, and on the south sl li iiik over a ofiranscnpi
Wuertemberg
against ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
of Iron avenue, between Third street the kingSchaber.
turns
out that. bunions and ingrowing naila. She
It
Johann
and Fourth street, is necessary; the although now wealthy and respect,!.,
gives massage treatment and mani
property abutting on said sidewalks Schaber was a convict
ld curing.
in the
and the owners thereof being as fol- country.
Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
lows:
However, Schaber was no ordinary tion of complexion cream builds up
On the west side of North High convict.
was a little Dreyfus the skin and improves the complex
street, from Railroad avenue to Grand case, It Is His
Ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be In
claimed.
avenue.
was
Schaber
the only son of a Jurlous. She also prepares a hair
Lots 1 and 2, block 24, Hunlng prominent
Unterhelnrelth,
of
citizen
tonic that cures and prevents dan
J. It. FarwelL
Highland addition, J. Ravany.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
druff and hair falling out; restore!
Lot 3, block 24, Hunlng Highland
life to dead hair; remove
addition, W. D. Crabtree.
molA
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Lot 4, block 24, Hunlng Highland
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
addition, H. L. Hall.
face powder, a freckle cure and pim
Titos.
K. D. Maddlson.
Lot 6, block 24, Hunlng Highland
ple cure and pile cure. All of these
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117
addition, H. L. Wall.
preparations are purely vegetable West Gold avenue.
Lot 6, block 24. Hunlng Highland
compounds.
Have Just added a vl
addition, C. D. Goff.
J. S. BAGLEY
brator machine for treatment of
Lou 7 and 8, block 24, Huni.ig
scalp,
face and cure of wrinkles. It
Highland addition, Edna D. Worth.
Accountant.
V
pains
24,
Is
Hunlng
also used for rheumatism,
and 10, block
Lois
Books checked up, small sets of
Highland addition, Dr. F. J. Patchln.
and massage.
books kept up; grocers',
butchers',
Lot 1, block 25, Hunlng Highland
Don't let the baby suffer from ec and physicians' books looked after
addition, A. E. Walker.
zema sores or any Itching of the skin and collections made. Able corps of
Lot r, block 25, Hunlng Highland
Doan s Ointment gives instant relief, assistants. Rooms 44, Barnett block.
addition. H. Kaas.
Perfectly safe for
cures quickly.
Lot 3, block 25, Hunlng Highland
addition, T. Nohl.
children. All druggists sell it.
GRAZING LAND
Lot 4, block 25, Hunlng Highland
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
addition, T. E. Ketchutn.
Hunlng
news.
5
6,
2u.
the
block
and
Lots
For Large Sheep Ranch.
Highland uddltlon, A. G. Cook.
On the south side of Iron, between
The best land proposition for sheep
MEN ANO WOMEN.
Third street and Fourth street
ever offered in the southwest.
20 -Dm
for
Bis
ansstarml
i
and
J,
7
Atlantic
block
and 8.
Lots
000 to 45,000 acres tn snlid body la
diicharf M.ijfl&nimatioBA.
"V
!'J?
U.
Reinhart.
M
T.
addition,
M
M
Pacific
irriUtlou or aloormtiooa central New Mexico.
Fine grass,
a W maottnMM
i MfteMf.
of hiioii saombraDos.
Absolutely perV. o m.
.nt ..I.,. water and shelter.
paid.
taxes
All
describ
1.
Moderfect title.
Section
17?""--.rut am amii u. g.nt or poitonooa.
That the above
ate price.
Half mortgage If desired.
M mw DfUfWli
x
nioiuTiix
ed sidewalks be and the same are
JOHN SCHABER.
or ant Id plila wrmpjr,
. PRINCE, Santa Fe. N. M.
L.
hereby ordered to be built of cement
br ! prow, propoid, tor
Mini of Many Great Trials, Who
of the width above specinea, in bc
St. SO. or t bottle H.75.
Finally finds Ills Itimlcns Too
w
cordance with the provisions of the
PROPOSALS FOR BRICK DORVtrcBlar wot os rovoon.
t.reat to Rear.
governing the construction
ordinances
MITORY. Department of the Inter.... . u.l...-ullKrtiil ellV
a
the.
in
i v I III.
i oiiicnn.n'
ior, Oftice of Indian Affairs, Washing(y
of Albuquerque, and in accordance a village. In 1859 a half dozen yountj
ton, D. C Feb. 19, 1907.
Sealed
with the iiradD tn be furnished by the men attacked htm on the road ut
proposals, plainly marked on the out" thouid know
"
city engineer, suld sidewalks to be night. The assailants all but one
side of the sealed envelope, "Prowithin sixty confessed themselves 111 the wron
begun and completed
M . rVfV wVieiu5n,.-an- d
posals for Dormitory at Santa Fe
settled his doctor bill. The other '
days after the publication hereof undreon
cony
the
hereof
M i)t conen- man was found dead a few days later,
service of a
School, New Mexico," and addressed
Ul
It
(Oi
lr.il.
agents,
to
away
owners,
or
tnetr
He hud crawled
and bled
snectlve
to the Commissioner of Indian Aflimukiiilr
Hull! lots abutting on said sidewalks.
death.
fairs, Washington, D. C, will be re1
!t
yoi:r
ft
An ambitious young crown attor
The city marshal be
Section i.
he e;iii-- I u, ly il.i N i'7
ceived at the Indian Office until two
t no
I., i
it
und he is hereby ordered to notify ney conducted a relentless prosecu
o'clock p. m. of March 21, 1907, for
I. 'i IT
at
il
suld tlon of Schaber. He was browbeaten,
the respective owners of the
II
i.
;.'T9
furnishing and delivering the neHliiittinif lots. or. It they be non-r- e il- - made to sign a confession and sen
Ml' ir I'll a:,
It .
cessary materials and labor required
I..
,l..nts of the citv of Albuquerque, tenced to death.
Witnesses recanted
l W
then the agent or person In charge of testimony, and tho court recommendto construct and complete a brick
copy
of
this
ed clemency.
The king commuted
suld lots, by delivering a
dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
to
or
such
imprisonme.it,
them
to
to
of
each
life
nriiinuiicn
the sentence
and electric lighting at tho Santa
ii?t.iit4 or nersons in charge, or. If and Schaber spent eleven years us
Fe school, New Mexico, in strict act
be no such agent or person ii convict No. 32a in the prison ul Stu;'.- cordance with plans, specifications
charge, then by posting a copy hereof Kurt before he wus pardoned
and instructions to bidders which
in u l onsnicuous pluce on fcani repsec
at once came to this country
lie
THURSDAY. MARCH 7
may be examined at this oillce, the
and married.
live bits utthln ten days from the
imiiiii ation hereof, and make due i
About twelve yeurs ago. when l.e
offices of the "Improvement
Bulleu
hud wealth and prestige, he opened
turn thereof loathe city clerk, with
tin," Minneapolis, Minn.; "American
C'lcase
cuninulgn for H reopening of the
Hi., manner of service thereof
Contractor," 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen,"
And thut airainst him in Germany.
A great
.bns.-.on a ennv hereof.
Albuquerque. N. M.; "New Mexican,"
who
All editor
the suid respective owners there if utir was made.
Santa Fe, N. M ; "Evening Herald,"
shull I"' thereby notified und ordered esnoused his cause went to Jail fur It
now
the
Durango, Colo.; Builders' and Tradto be built, suld sidewulks tho full The former prosecutor wus
length of ihelr respective abutting chief Justice of the court oi appeal?.
ers' Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., St.
lots, ,,f the inuterluls and illinen.slnnt- - Owing to the criticisms of his col
Wis.,
Paul,
Minneapolis.
.Minn.;
f?
ami within the time above specltieil ilnct in Ihe old case he resigned und
Northwestern
Manufacturer' As?.,
:.i,.i if ih.. resnective owners stiuti U s.ilii to have died hisune.
St. Paul, WH ; C. S. Indian WareAfter hearing this tragedy of hU
full thereof, the city will, by authority
houses, at Chicago, St. Ixinis, Oinah.i
'
'
In It vested by legislative act or th?t oast with fortitude. Schaber tried 10
J
Tic',
and New York, and at tho
.ml his life because his factory burn
territory of New Mexico, entitled.
He left the tinol
to Authorise the iluilding ami ,.,i i he oilier duv.
For further information apply to C.
Repair or Sidewulks in Cities, Tov ;is deling ruins, went home and shot
J. Crandall, Supt, Santa Fe. N M.
have
must
said
to
build
proceed
memories
old
himself.
and Villages,"
C. F. I.ARRA HKE, Actinic Con.mis- sidewalks and tax the cost of th- -- contributed to the act, for he had the
siniier.
thereof against the iv- old record at his elbow when found
o
t
Grand Elevated llrwt Part. Coined- epectlve lots adjoining thereto uoJ
Our HOUGH DRV work oon'i have
luiis. Dancers, Singers, CXiiubinctl
ii. .11 t ltciiixiu Youim.
the oh tiers of the sunie.
to be washed over. Imperial LaunWilli I July Chorus.
and
Imiy passed this 4th day of March,
To continue young in health
dry Co.
strength, do us Mrs. N. F. liowan,
Sill.
1IEAUTIFUL GiiLDIK NEII.L, ARTISTS'
WH I
WENT
MODEL.
says:
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She
McDonough. Uu, did.
i.vnl
DOWN MILL WITH SATAN AND IS 'H lt;i:i Willi SLAVING
II Kl
FEE'S PEERLESS" HOMEMADE
KltANK M K EE.
Three hniile of Electric Hitters cur
HUSH AND.
Mayor.
stomach
AT WALTON'S DRl"
CANDIES.
and
ed me of chronic liver
Uridgepoit. I'liini
M.ir. '.
woill'l rule to paint.
Her fuse was
Alti-.-- t
trouble complicated with such an Olllo of pleasing Vaudeville SccLilties STORE.
will be the plea in the liridiil bruised und she had bluck eyes. She
me uiuu
01
HUSKY F. l.Ei:.
unhealthy condition
chamber murder case of "Ooldie" says her husband beat her tip. Her
as llaunel.
SuhiMTilMi lor The lltieii and
City Clerk.
that my skin turned redyears
Neil!, artist's model.
attorney will introduce pictures of
Musical Acts. Marches, the news.
ounB Acrobats,
I um. now practically zu
Ever sines her arrest he hu de- her luce Ihen to compare with what
Song
a
Drills,
ElCCtl'iO
check
lilt
I
promptly
Musical
took
will
r
llit, latest
than before
Trcventics"
nied tlml she xlew lier husband, a big it is no. Win. II. l'lnley, u New
Numbers, (Quartets, Octets, CI 10 ruswhen taken early inn I can now do all my work withs
strapping blacksmith. A pointed
York policeman, who is her huxbund, cold or the grippe stage."
es
by
my
Members,
husband
luly
Electrical
In
ease
Preventlcs
assist
and
or ut the "sneeze
liad been driven Into his Is Kiuiiiling by her.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PiL
Guaranteed at all dealer!.
brain through the eye. His l,ri
cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs store."
She m ii ried Neill, .'t bill ly,
They avercoma Weakn
Ir
nail tile, bloody, mum found In her
loumler, without getting u are little candy cold cure tablets, and Price 60c.
i and lm t.,(iu..I rr
purasol, and he was missing. Found involve troiii 1' liiley.
U1 baiti.au
gladly
Wis.,
will
one-acllli
Snoop.
Concluding
Dr.
the.
Racine.
t
ulth
Musical
tu
n."
MV
llw
headache
causes
in New York, she said he hud fallen,
Constipation
lAf
.in
Goldle
case could be painted
l fctirli
you samples and a book on colds
Comedy,
!. fiw
Worn an ft
striking his head on the wash hi.iii.1. with Hie Nelll's
dizziness, languor, heart
figure of a beautiful woman mail if you will write him. The samutl tyi'tJ
t .'loDineitl uf
free,
physics gripe, sicken.
That did not account for an iimiru- - running ilouu lilll with
kiHiwfi r'ineiy ir u. 'pipit t
Drastic
Satan.
There
early
ii'i.ti-iH- Check
'V'fr'
merit.
'Vf-juJ
prove
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cur?,
ment
their
bis brain.
weaken the bowels and don't
r
whs llrst the respectable girl, then the
cure
Now the defense has chunged.
Doan's ReguleU act gently and your
urtlht's Ktuilio. the wine glustt, merry colds with Preventlcs and stop pneuby
When arrested, the beautiful
Ask
25o
boxes
cents.
25
constipation.
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Sold
fust uml furious
in
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then
was itot h figure that urtists tl'ilgeily .
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When You Need

Settlers and Ranchers Near GrandJ Jury Indicts Dr. Jose
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ELKS OPERA HOUSE
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i

MAHARA'S

--

hi i.ikvi:
Sll to ALL
KHF.l'M VI lM.
Dundelio'i.
Extract
Compound
ounce;
Kargon, one ounce; Compound
Saraaparllla.
Syrup
the'!
ounces. Mix by tihuking well
in a bott.e and lake In
doses after each meal
These inund at bedtime.
gredients can be obtained it
moderate lout at any good prescription pharmacy, and, being
composed mainly of vegetable
extracts, are harmless and will
not Injure the most delicate
stomach.
This simple prescription ,s
remarkable
said to perform
cures. In many cases of yeais
standing.
It has A peculiar effect upon
the kidneys, assisting these
most important organs to tiller
and strain from the blood the
uric acid, uria, etc., which
causes the pain und misery of
Rheumatism.
Fluid

ne-ha-

it
I
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CARNIVAL
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Second Part
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SAVING PRECIOUS LIVES ALREADY SUCCESS AT

FIRST

ANTI-SUICI-

DUREAU

DE

AMERICA

IF

POOR, DISCONSOLATE VN FORTUNATE! TAKEN IN BY SALVATION ARMY IN NEW YORK AND
PBKSUADED FROM SELF-DE- -

KntuimoN
NIFICENT

lONK.

now

WOltK

(Mj W. II.

"" If'?
tf

tiie MAGIS BEING

yearly and open season
with new goods.
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ntret
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Is to clean up stock once

Ilris.)

Npcciiil Correspondence,
Nfw York, M:rch 7. results are
alrraily liPKinninir to come in from tne
I lire, ill,
at the
stab!ishoi

Hth

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

A.

w

vatloo
It lias been In opera- V
Hon only a few day, nnd the list
"f juTSMim hoi pod saved from p?lt- ioNlrucllon
Includes many women as
well hs men.
penny Is maintained
Abaiiliiii"
about the poor unfortunates who!
eomn to the army. Ktiousli is known
about the work already done here In!
4
New Yolk, however, to say that it 1r
'i'.V V .ei
a. positive suciPFS, and that as noon
as
like bureaus will be
.s,
.
established In other cities, most of
Hi
iheiu In the west and south.
(laplnin French, who haw general
supxrrlion of ihe
work,
'
said:
"We have fixed up pleasant quarters far the work. The men are resolved on th eighth lloor by
Thomas Halland, a man who
ha had Yast experience In dealing
with poor, discouraged men about
to end all. On the seventh floor the
women are received and counseled by
Mrs. Brigadier Itovil, a woman ofll-ef the army fitted for the work by
a similar experience.
"We shall not do any outside work
in tae prevention of suicide, except
when a man, for Instance, writes to
Sm
Kri
niini i
us that ho is going to kill himself.
Then, of course, we will look him up.
CilUI,.
AXI
rEISr.M)INJ X
NATE. llEAUT-IlltOKKThey can come here without the
Hero In a photograph tlurt lias u heart sob In It rXI'OUTl
for everyone Till poor girl, wayward and outcast, ami
slightest fear of publicity.
ili'liikiiiK
to
llio iIitrs her oivan of lonely suflfrinir has Miimlit hh u verv lust rvwtrt In her an 'iil-- h of mlnil.
"The suicide bureau is kept open
"0,"u,, s h'pnrtniont In tho
bureau. As who nenrtHl tlie ltk, c rjlng pitifully, Mrs. lirigndler
until 9 o'clock at night. Men and
ow
and tenderly prcsinr tho unfortunate. Into lur own rhnlr, liegan to wmxIio and comfort li.r.
'iJj'J
women can come right In here and
r..u..
huh womanly
to woman rnnlv fniu
Tho iinfortuiuito will promise, and
unload their troubles until that hour.
We shall tell those who think their If he Is In ininiediato need f)f help of any kind she will be helped.
Illnesses are incurable to cheer up
and forget all about them. If a man
For catarrh, let me send you free,
says thut he has embezzled or has
done anything wrong In secret that Just to prove merit, a trial size box
is worrying him to make reparation. of Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It Is
In some coses we shall give financial
a snow white, creamy, healing antiaid to those who need it."
ANTI-SUICI- DE
From statistics gathered
by the septic balm that gives instant relief
army, the number of suicides in New
to
of
nose
catarrh
and
the
throat
York reach 22.7 per 100,000. In cities
like St. Louis the rate Is around 29.2 Make the free test and see. Address
and the average In SO cities is 17.9. Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Large jars IX i:X(I.l-.SIVSTATEMENT FOK
high-watSan Francisco
reaches
50 cents. Sold by all druggists.
Till: EVENING CITIZEN SHE
mark with a percentage of 49.6.
DISCONSO-IjATE- S
CLASSIFIES
THE
liMXT OX SELF -

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
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for honest advertising.
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All Other Shoes

--

f'OMI-XMtTIX-

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine
Shoes
w

at 10

N

Per Cent Discount

antl-NuicU- lo

iwiiIii

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade,

COMMANDER EVA BOOTH
EXPLAINS

PLAN

er

(liy Cinniundec Tiva llootli.)
Our
bureaus in America will be conducted along the same
lines as the one In London, where
during the first week over 300 persons intended taking their own lives
came
to us to talk it over. These
T-ikiS-S
ft $
Included al classes nnd conditions of
society, from gentlemen In silk nats
to liilllngsgate
sweepers, and from
ladies in furs to Magdalenes of Piccadilly Circus.
It was necessary to classify the applicants nnd treat them accordingly,
as follows:
The Lonely Includes those who
having lost friends or home ties feel
that the whole world no longer has
any charm, and whose only thought
was to end their misery as quickly
us possible.
Sick and Incurable Includes those
hypochondriacs
who thought they
were in this condition and who, unable to see anything
but suffering
and helplessness before them, had
reached the point of
COMMANDEU
EVA IIOOTH.
Unemployed and Financially
She Hays In an exclusive statement
Composed mostly of peothat all clnsM'H or MK'leiy are retuiicd
ple who through change in circumstances dad become poorer and poor- in tho
work.
er, a.id suffering from poverty and
want, too proud to beg and too honest to steal, had reached the conclusion that life was not worth living.
Victims of Drink and Drugs
Those suffering from dipsomania and
from evil results of the drug habit,
who had decided they wero without
v
j- Z..
hope in the world.
J'
Victims of Nervous Disorders
Composed of those suffering from
llilngs You Should Know.
neurasthenia, and who were also bent
CO.MMANDEIt TIIOS. HOI,I,AXI) WOHKIXO WITH A DISCOCUAGED.
That every g.pod blacksmith
on seeking release from their afflic
Is
WUIXU-HStIClUE IN THE MEN'S DEPARTMENT.
forger.
tions by death.
carpenters are the realest counter- rarmers enact many harrowing
Prizefighters tir.it Introduced knock
out drops.
The coroner always wants the dead
y
.
? xi
a.
vv
a
i
i
Printers are of various types.
The sages make a great improve
ment In our dressing.
Well-inform- ed
ine tailor reaps from what he
sews.
ferryman tides you over for a
The
is to learn as to the relative standing and reliability of the leading manufacturopen.
ers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians are the most careful as to
The autolst U usually a person
the uniform quality and perfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
much Bcents.
wui:t:iML-i- i
gei me - Diues" as soon
d
known to physicians and the
generally that the California Fig Syrup
us mey gel on tlie rorce.
Co., by reason of its correct methods and perfect equipment and the ethical character of
Jeweler always work over-timElectricians me usually light-fin- .;
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
ered.
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
A glazier's work is sometimes very
Company has become a guarantee of the excellence of its remedy.
Photographers have taking ways.
AND
Jo Kos.
-i
MimIcA
Demand.
d
appeal to the
in every walk of life and are essential to xrmanent suc"I have called," said the
cess and creditable standing, therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
and protrres-iv- e
suitor to Mr.
(roldle, "to a.k you for your daugh- enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the fact that it involves the question of right
'
iri
nurni
marriage.
in
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge of what is best each hour
xo you love my daughter?" ven
of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may be made to contribute
Mr.
tured
... Goldie.repuea
'1-,1.. ine progres
to that end and the use of medicines dispensed with generally to great advantage, but
bit,
sive
auiior, is ansoiutely unneees
as in many instances a simple, wholesome remedy may be invaluable if taken at the
ary,
Hut I must have
time, the California Fig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
the assurance that I will bo supported
11 a myie
iieimiiig 10 one or my hlgn
truthfully the subject and to supply the one perfect laxative remedy which has won
social standing. And I might
the appoval of physicians and the world-wid- e
d
acceptance of the
because
add that I must be assured of ahero
reserve fund that will cover all rilvore
of the excellence of the combination, known to all, and the original method of manufacproceedings or alimony demands that
ture, which is known to the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
are liable to arl; in the future as a
This valuable remedy has leen long and favorably known under the name of
result or an undertaking of this nature. Also, you will be expected to
Syrup of Figs and has attained to world-wid- e
acceptance as the most excellent of
contribute to tie; grass widowers-fund!family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
"Anything meit?" gasped the asknown to physicians and the
d
of the world to be the best of natural
tonished banker.
laxatives, w have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
"Nothing nior.-- , fir, unless we Insert
Senna as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always le
the mother-in-laclause," replied th"
young man. "You will now
r.
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial effects always
your sigi.ature to the docuattach
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
ments and the d ul will be consumplainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call for
mated."
Syrup of
Figs or by the full name Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna as Syrup of Figs and
It Wan Ereaks They Wanted.
Elixir of Senna is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
A young Irishman lately applied at
a recruiting station in New York city
Co. and the same heretofore known by the name
which has given
Syrup of Figs
seeking enlistment into the army.
satisfaction to millions. The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists throughout
Although of apparent fine physique
the United States in original packages of one bize only, the regular price of which
and of the best of character as attested by a letter from his former emis fifty cents per bottle.
ployer, a
lady of Fifth
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
avenue he was unable to pass the
physical
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, 1). C, that the remedy is not adulterated or
examination. A few moments later, on being told of his re.
misbranded within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906.
Jeetlon, he assumed a dogged attltud;
and Inquired th- - reason for his
"Your ht arinir Is defective." .n- swered the niedn al examiner.
demanded
What?"
the youni
San Francisco, Cal.
Irishman, throw it. g his chin forward
Louisville, Ky.
U S. A.
New Voik, N. V.
and furrow iiiir Ids forehead
as
though he did e . comprehend.
London, England.
you can't hear 'n
'The reason
one ear!" return J the physician im
patiently.
J he youth eyed the doctor hard for
a moment, then slapped his hat on
nntl-sulcl-
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CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

SHOE STORE

his head.
"Degobbs, It's freaks ye want in
your army, thin!" he exclaimed, mov
ing toward the door.
"Onny sinstble
mon or woman 'II tell ye when ye Ro
t' look fer a Job, that only wan ear
is ier what ye hear V b into: th'
other Is fer what ye hear t' go out
or!"
Why He lld5ot Mention It.
This man," announced the doctor,
arter a long examination of the patient in the hospital charity ward:
"this man has adhesions around the
lungs nnd heart, conjestlon of the
liver and stomach and fatty degener
ation of the spleen and kidneys.

O

0-00-t00

Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO HEACH.
KELEI-E-

PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CUIIES HI1EUMATISM.

Hot

CUKES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CUKES DIAI1ETES.

Springs

. ow

"Heg pardon. Doc. snld the patient, lifting his head from the
"you omitted to n ontlon 'he
brain."
the physician
"That." rejoined
piquant ly. 'I have as yet I. .en unable
to locate!"
A Ilojr Illto.
Hoy Teacher,
Johnny Mack :s
home sick with a dislocated Jaw.
Teacher How did he do It?
Hoy Taking a bite out of Pa sy
Fogart s apple.
Holiovcd In liii Own Signs.
"Who Is that man who goes by
here carrying an umbrella on clear
days and having none on stormy
days?
"Oh. that's Hillings, the government
weather forecaster."
He careful In small things and the
big things will take care of themselves.
l'e he first to confess your faults.
It Is only the foot wno never makes
a mistake.
He not afraid of a strict boss. You
will learn nothing from an easy one.
He willing to work for more han
you are paid for. It's credit to your
account.
He wise enough to know that criticism is the friend of success.
Saved Her Son's Life.
The happiest mother in the little
town of Ava, Mo., Is Mrs. S. Ruppee.
She writes:
"One year ago my aon
was down with such serious lung
trouble that our physician was
to help him; when, by oulr
druggist's advice I began giving him
Ir. King's N'ew Dlscovsry, andkeptI
soon noticed Improvement.
I
this treatment up for a few weeks
when he was perfectly well. He has
worked steadily since at carpenter
work. Dr. King's New Discovery
saved his life." Guaranteed best
cough and cold cure by all dealers.
00c and fl.00. Trial bqttle free.

121 RAILROAD AVE.

CUKES INDIGESTION.
CUKES DKOPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST

CLA83.

FAYWOOD,
I'e Ascnt for round
rates, good for thirty days.

Sec Santu
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f New Mexico

U-l-

Wnte os For Catilogue of
PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

VACON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

un-eb- le

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

5

wnoru cnmnr.

ALBUOUEROUE. N. N.
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Albuquerque

Machine

--
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mux with
h.isi:iSTALKS
KIA'KX

Foundry and

Works

. MALL, Rroprlttor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber
.

IT.ET IIKiH.
Wlnson Nelson, the ranchman from
Oeronlmo, was In the city yesterday,
buying spring calves from the dairymen, says the Ias Vegas Optic. He
anticipates one of the best seasons for
many years, as the soil Is in perfect
condition for early planting.
Lait
year he produced on unirrigated land
corn that reached as high as seven
feet and had ears like Kansas corn.

Cars;
ings, Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an ShaftIron
Fronts for Buildings.
para on Mining mnd mill MmohlnTy m poUit
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
I

WE FILL

Heart Strength
Ilrart Strenrth. nr Rxit Wn&Vn
8trength, or Nerre Wr.koeM nothing mors.
itively. nM one weak heart In a hundred U, in
setuallr diseaaed. It 1 slmorf mlw.yi a
hidden tmj little nerve that really in all at fault.
Tbli olwcura nerve the ardiac or
K'ur.
limply need., and mujt have, more power, mora
Hnbility, mow controlling, more
tov.nunf
tmiKtu. Without that tbe Heart must continue
to tail, and the .tomaeh and kidney. aUu have
Ui's lame eontrolllnc nerved
lliii clearly explains whv,
a medicine. Dr.
Phoop Kentorative ha. In the !
done to much
lor weak and ailing Heart. Dr. Mioop tint nig!,
the rauae ol all thi lainlul, lalpiiatiiif. tuffix-atlug heart diiitre. Iir. Hioop t IWoratlve tliia
popular pmcriptlon U alone directel to these
weak and wanting nerve renter..
It build.;
It atrengthent; It offer, nal.
heart help.
If you would have .tnjug iharu. .iron di- gttiou, t rent hen thexi iiicrvc
roeMabliaB
Uiem al utsodod, with

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203 WEST

At Consistent
Prices

NUE
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RAILROAD
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BANK

AVE-

OF

COMMERCE.

i(rt

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
ALL DRUGGISTS"

w. L.
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DEVOES KEDY PAINT
LIVEUT. SALE, FEED AND
One (Gallon Covers eOO 8iuaro Eet-TRANSFER STABLES.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
stops
Imih live Years.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ei- JAP-A-L.changed.

c

BEST TOURNOUT9 IV THE EITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

408 Wan Railroad Mvtaue
Worketl IJUo a Cluinu.

j

I.

Mr.
N. Walker, editor of that
y Journal, the Enterprise, Louisa,
s:iy: "I ran a nail In my foot
t
wrt-ami at once a "lied Buck-- :
li n n Arnica falvo.
No i.
nunalion
ii,
the naive simply ntal 'd the
follo.
Vu..

PILES CURED IN 0 TO 11 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guuranteej
to cure any case of Itching, lilind. wound." HeaU every sore,
an i
or Protudliig l'lles in 6 to Kkln disease. (juarunlrej burn
at
all
14 days or niuiiey refunded.
60c.
dc.tler.. Sic.
la-i-

Itk-edln-

k

'ALBUQUERQUE , EVENING- - CITIZEK.

TAOTt FOOT

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
Published Dally and Weokl,'.

Bv The Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCKEIUHT,
Buftlness Manager.

W. S. STKICKLKIl,
President.

Experience has taugnt mat
Is well supported.
of the best means of educating citizens to
an Intelligent and wise exercise of their politi
cal privileges is to let them exercise those privileges
subject to the consequences of their own mistakes. Thl
people can be trusted to become wise by experince.
When they have done o, their own administration 9f
their public affairs Is the administration whtch Is best
for all concerned.

mrnt

TELEGRAPHIC

om

The following; Quotations wert re
ceived by F. j. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own nrlvate wires from
New Tork. Room J7. Barnett building, Albuijtierque, N. M.:

ARGUMENT UNANSWERABLE

The proposed change in the boundaries of yuay
tinlmpnsMonril
and
Judgment,
clear
county,
if carried out, would take from San Miguel
round
For
best
and unanswerable arguments. The Citizen can county one of Its richest sections, and certainly Its
from San Miguel
senators
the
doubt
No
oeotlon.
stock
truly any that H ha not often reen an article In a
will be heard from on this matter later.
newspaper which it ao heartily commends, as an editorial In the New Mexican last eenlng. It Is headed
It seems there are some now who, like the old negro
"Character Assassination," and his reference to the man, at the close of the civil war, think that If you tell
press, espe- a lie you must stick to It.
hue and cry raised by the
cially of this city, against H. O. Bursum, as former supVegns is to have a colony of Dowieltes to settle
erintendent of the territorial penitentiary. Here Is the
on Its grant. Better get somebody else.
article In full:
It Is no more the business of the superintendent
of the territorial penitentiary to keep the books and ac8
HOW JUDICIOUS ADVERTISING
counts of the Institution than It is of the chief executive of the territory to keep the books and the account? 0
PROMOTES BUSINESS ACTIVITY $
f the territory, end he Is no more blameworthy Tor
the shortcomings of the other men employed by the K000XXXXQXXCXXXXCCXXXOOCKXXsi
board of commissioners or even by himself, than the
One of the very best signs of tho times In the finangovernor Is to be blamed for the shortcomings of th cial world
is the awakening of interest In nil matteM
territorial trensurer or auditor or other of his
pertaining to Investments. This has been brought about
responsible,
but
sense,
are
In
a
certain
lioth.
In many ways, particularly in the greater diffusion of
only to a well defined extent. It is as reasonable to de- knowledge concerning established enterprises and also
mand that the chief executive of New Mexico must be of undertakings about to be consummated.
Since the
the scapegoat for any untoward financial condition cf better class of houses began to create a demand for
to
Is
It
as
cities,
or
any
s
counties
of
the territory, or
their securities by advertising, an lncreshlng number of
expect that the superintendent of the penitentiary must publications have become more particular as to the
account for monies spent by the board of trustees la character of the advertising they carry, until now there
direct charge of the Institution. What should be ex- has come about a marked lessening of prejudice among
pected of the superintendent Is executive ability, a thor- the more conservative Investors.
On their part, the
ough organization of the forces under his supervision, publications have given more and more space in the
the enforcement of discipline, the prevention of escape; news and editorial columns to accounts of tho doings
of prisoners, the suppression of harshness and cruelty of reputable concerns, while several of the magazines
to prisoners by understrappers, and the setting of an have engaged well known writers to treat of the various
that phases of Investments in an attractive and entertaining
example of morality, sobriety and
will Influence favorably and command the respect of manner. In .times past it was not difficult to Induce
the unfortunate men who are serving sentences In thfl men and women to part with their savings or to
Institution.
their holdings in some doubtful enterprise, but
But, granting that the superintendent should also people are getting wise and now demand facts where
be the bookkeeper and should be responsible for the previously the promise of glittering profits blinded their
financial sins of those under him, the yellow press of Intelligence.
the territory for almost a year has been shrieking Itself
Financial advertising, so long In a rut, is constantly
hoarse over two accusations against the former superin- changing for the better, and the tlmo is nearly here
tendent of the penitentiary, which are utterly incom- when it will rank with that done by the loading merpatible with each other and that disprove each other, chants and manufacturers, which has become almost a
so 'that any thoughtful man or woman can see for him science. Instead of mere announcements of the size of
nelf or herself that the accusations ure trumped up, false a company, the names of those most interested and the
and ridiculous, and the result of personal spite and alluring returns offered, there is a marked tendency,
One accusation Is that former Superintendent not only to display the facts intelligently, but to perhatred.
Bursum burned some of the old records of the peniten- suade and convince. This, then, la the essence of good
tiary In order to hide the evidence of financial short- financial advertising and applies equally to any other
comings, while the other accusation Is that the live
enterprise which has got something to sell and wants
counts copied Into the new set of books from the old to find buyers.
Following up their statements in newspapers and
books before the old ones were destroyed, bear on their
face the crude evidences of fiscal deficits and wrong- magazines, the banker and the broker will add to their
doing.
list of customers the names of those attracted to the
It Is only an Idiot who would destroy the original firm's advertisements and endeavor to keep Jn touch
evidence, but preserve the certified copy of such evi- with them by personal calls by circulars, and other
announcements, making them feel that .the house has
Even his opponents do not accuse the
dence.
of being an idiot. If the new set of books their Interest at heart and not forgetting tho
Installed while Mr. Bursum was superintendent showed
fact that one satisfied customer is the best
of the policy of that concern which is seeking
evidence of doctoring, of careful work to hide the traces
of financial crookedness, then there might be ground constantly to Increase its business. Wall Street Sumfor suspecting someone, not necessarily, however, the mary.
superintendent, of having profited at the expense of
the territory, but not even the enemies of Mr. Bursum
accuse him of having falsified entries, doctored accoun
COMPARISON OF NATIONS
books, or Juggled entries.
It Is no wonder, therefore, that his enemies submit
IN COMMERCE OF WORLD
with bad grace to a proposition to' have a thorough, Impartial investigation made by an expert officer of the
let court, who will stand above blandishments, In- Translating from an article in our contemporary,
co and other methods that are, used to reach even Le Matin, contributed by M. Jules Roche, which had
rts when they are hired 'at so snuch per day an ! earlier appeared In the Republlque Francalse, we gather
rstand that they must earn their per diem by flnd- -' that France has fallen from the high estate of second
crookedness, even If such finding does irreparable place in the world's commerce in 1886, to fourth place!
harm to an upright man who deserves well of the peo- The article reads:
ple, of the government and of his party, and who is the
In 1886, the total commerce of the world was a
very 'soul of financial probity and honor. What need little more than 69,000,000,000 francs Of this aggreto
the imported expert care, for he is not responsible
gate, France was credited (in millions of francs) with
anyone, and he lUs Ixerp today, there tomorrow, and 7,457; England, 13,920; Germany, 7,240; United States,
must earn his salt by plewrinf his employer, who would 6.074; Belgium, 2,517; Italy, 2,486; Switzerland, 1,405;
think he was remiss If he diif fiot find something out of Russia, 3,660; Canada, 919;' Japan, 461.
the Ordinary or make a, learned report that can be
Thus, in 1886, Frunce was second In rank, and was
that re!'y only passed by England, leading Germany and the Unitaken to JMPHh anything and evr'lh!nff'
'
proves nothing:.
.
ted Https. Our part proportionately in universal commerce was 11 per cent; England's 20 per cent; Ger(H per cent); and the
many's slightly less than u
AN OBJECT LESSON
United States 2.8 per cent.
In speaking of Its own
, The Dulth
In 1905, the world's commerce Is shown to have
town, has the following to say, which is not without in- reached 124.000,000,000 francs, an increase of 65,000,-000,00- 0
francs, or about 78 per cent.
terest to Albuquerque:
It
St. Paul Is raising a publicity fund of JiiO.OOO.
This aggregate is credited (in millions of francs):
will all be spent In advertising the city, and the major France, 9,645; England, 19,105; Germany, 15,105; UniMinneapolis, more ted States, 13,358; Belgium, 5,402; Italy, 3,785; Switzerpart has already been pledged.
thai! a year ago, ruised a very lurgo sum, and we under- land, 2,382; Russia, ; Canada, 2,292, and Japan, 2,079.
From secend
The spectacle has been transformed!
stand that the results were so satisfactory that It has
Germany and the
pluce, France has fallen to fourth.
recently been duplicated.
In Minneapolis besides the usual forms of publicity, United tSates have measurably outstripped us. We
a man has been employed w ho devotes his whole time - have assuredly increased, but only by 2,188 millions.
boosting Minneapolis. 1 is probuble St. Paul will fol- or 29 per cent; ana our proportional part in tne worms
low this example. Indeed, It is the only certain method Increased trade is only 7.7 per cent in place of 1 1 per
cent within mentioned.
of making other kinds of advertising worth the while.
Tho trade returns of the United States in American
With St. Paul spending $D0,00U to tell of its resources and advantages, with Minneapolis using annually currency for 1888 and 19US. respectively, were: ii,- The French computahalf that sum to reach out for Industries for that city, 302.000,000 and $2,636,000,000.
Is
fairly
accurate.
in
tion
francs
by
If these figures put
to
the
get
or
be
batlsfled
busy
sit
to
will
need
Dututh
a crimp in the French statistician's mind anent our
wayside and watch the procession go by.
,l Is no longer the city with the greatest nulural progress in 1905, what must he think of our trade total
advantages that gathers In the Industries; It Is the city for 1906 $2,970,46,946? H's so far above the French
The city that truHta to its good total he will probably need a telescope. Wall Street
with he longest reach.
resources which were given it at birth, for- - Summary.
i looKjS'ami
.getSjplhat both can be made and that the artificial are
fretjiently more captivating than those which come by 00XXXKXXXXXXXXXXiOOOC0X5C06
8
biijflirlght.
8 HAPPY ESCAPE OF MUCH
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News-Tribun-

e,

f

'hihualiua Kilter prise:
The expected lias hap
Hon. Kuri'iiie
pened.
l'n 1, Mexico's ambassador t
the United States, will be a 'andidate for governor ot
the Htate of 'liihuahua, the election for which take
plate in June next, and the r 4ul.tr four years' term
gins in October of this year
announcement of
Ambassador (.'reel's candidacy i an L.e set down as a fa:',
bv the Kl
as It was publicly atntoun'V o:i Tiiur.-'l.iNorte, a dally newspaper publi.- re d in this capital,
Other Mexican newspapers in the slate are li fullon.
When Mr. Creel resigned the acting governorship t
become ambassador, it leaked out ii.i in people in u p.i-- e
slllon to know that he would not 1. away lani:; also
that ho would be a candidate at the coming eleellua to
ivernor, Cen. Luis
succeed the present constitutional
While tho news is no surpr e at this time
Terrazas.
'pulalio!!
it Is none the. less agreeable to tin- - for,
in this eapital and throughout the state.
bo-i'l-

8

FRIGHTENED SHIP PASSENGER 5

000000OCOOOX)XXX50000XX0
ll was mi board the Northern I.lull., says Captain
isbon in "A Sailor of Foitune," that a false clai m
f fire was sounded and disaster prevented only by
prompt action A passenger looking down through the
boiler fronts, and sec-iboiler hatch s.uv the

i

red-paint-

MARKETS

mi

New York Stocks.
American Sugar
126 94
Amalgamated Copper
105
American Smelters
133
American Car Foundry
41
Atchison com
92
Anaconda
61 H
American Locomotive
H
Baltimore and Ohio
105
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
68
Canadian Pacific
173
39 Vs
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Northwestern
155
Erie com
29
118
and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
76
Mexican Central
21tt
National Lad
65 V4
New York Central
121
Norfolk
b14
Northern Pacific
138 tt
Ontario and Western
40 V4
Pennsylvania
126
Heading com
119
Rock Island com
22V4
85
Southern Pacific
21
Southern Railway
St. Paul
141
164
Union Pacific
U. S. S. com
40
V. S. S. pfd
101
28
Greene Con
4
Santa Fe Copper
20
Shannon
177
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Range
88
106
North Butto
33
Hutte Coal
52
old Dominion
May cotton
$10.04
Total sales 1,405,000.
Summary of Conditions.
New York, Mar. 7. Americans in
London irregular; rather below parity.
Car mid Foundry
dividends un
changed.
Bank of England rnte unchanged.
Harrlman says he has done nothing
In tho stock market for the past week
talks tariff revision and suys there
are no bad times in sight.
Gould roads cnnceliing orders for
cars and locomotives.
II. C. Frlck believed to be moBt Important factor In Reading.
Light demand for stocks In Loan
crowd and no indication of scarcity In
Readln g.

,

THURSDAY, MARCH 1,

WHY DID WE SELL SEVENTEEN LARGE
RUGS LAST WEEK?
Because we have the prettieat line of Axminuters, Wilton, Velvet and Brussels in

the territory.

A

STRONG
WILLIAM MctNTOSH, Preildeot

76;

42e;46.37.

16.60.

,

May $9.90; July $9.62.
May. $9.12; July $9.25.
Chicago livestock.
Chicago, Mar. 7. Cattle receipts,
5,000.
Market strong to ten cents
higher. Beeves $4.256.90; cows and
$1.75$j5.25;
heifers
stockers and
feeders $2.7604.90; Texans $4.00
4.75: calves $6.00J 7.25.
12,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
steady.
Sheep $3.755.65; lambs
$4.90ff7.75.
Money Market.
New York, Mar. 7. Prime mercanmoney
tile paiM;r 56i6; silver
on call firm, 4 (6 per cent.
Lard
Ribs

II.

inie-lik- e

KMPKIIOH WILLIAM AG A IV
WITH TOWEK.
Berlin March 7. Emperor William
dined with Ambassador
and Mrs.
Charlemanee
Tower todav. This in
the fourth time that his majesty has
utnea at tne American embassy since
Mr. Tower has been here.
The season of court entertainments is now
nearl over and the emperor Is beginning his spring trips to various
parts of Germany.
He visited the
naval station at Wllhelmshaven yesterday and took part in a smoking
concert at the Officers' club.
It does
not appear to be settled whether his
majesty Is going to the Mediterranean
this year.

lli;s

.

68;

go,

hardware

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

Ctaa. Melini, Secretary
Treasurer,

O. Bacbechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
"

EucceMOri to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WHOLKBALK OCUCM IN

,

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
klip ivrytblag to stock to outfit
aott fottldlout bar eomploto

W

tbo

Have bean appointed excluelve agent In the Southwest for Joe, .
Schlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Brewertee; Yellowrtone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and jttier atandard brande of whleklee too numeroua to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell the at night article as recelred by tie from the beet Series,
DiBUUeriee and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and lneeeet ou
Stock end Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Priee Uat,
Issued to dealers only.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Spelter Market.
Mar. 7. Spelter steady, WANTED Competent girl for gener
al housework, at good wages. Apply forenoons. Mrs. Simon Stern,
702 West Copper avenue.

Humphrey

FOREST RESERVE
ORDER

UNWELCOME

Washington, Mar. 7. Western congressmen are not pleased with the
proclamation of President Itoosevelt
establishing ten new forest reserves
already esand enlarging twenty-tw- o
tablished, making a total of nearly
16.000,000 acres.
It was stated Tuesday by the forest
service that no grazing fees would be
Imposed upon mock grazing In the
new reserves and additions this year,
and that stockmen who have been
ranging stock upon the lands converted Into reserves would be permitted
to continue such grazing without interruption.
By states the acreage In the new
reserves and additions is as follows:
Colorado, 3.022,720 acres.
Idaho, atifj.HtiO acres.
Montana, 3,350,140 ucres.
Oregon, 4,052,000 acres.
Washington, 4.291,000 acres.
Wyoming. KIT. 000 acres.
The lands added In Colorado are:
Park range 438.000 acres.
Holy ('loss, 7 1,6 SO acres.
I ncompahgre,
164,4s" ucres.
San Juan, 710.000 acres.
1, 140,'iOH acres.
.Moiite.unia,
.Medicine liow, 85H.6I0 acres.
Animas. 92,000 acres.
Iis
The onlv addition in Wyoming is
lie He ar Lodge reserve, 13 i, 000 acres.

ONE NIGHT ONL Y
HARRY B. LINTON

Presents

FRANK BEAMISH
the
Breezy comedy nun

FRATI

Half of

Cheap,
Economical.
The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Co.

IN TOWN

Corner Fourth and
Cold Avenue
Phone Red OB

And a Capable Company

A

KOARiNG

FARCE FILLED WITH

MONROE

The St. Elmo

it

Simple,

A STRANGER

k inert

&

H

Mss!e

GOLD STAR SALOON
A

rm

HEAT w th the
Whole of it.
COOK with

In

1

01l

OVALS

ELKSOPERAHOUSE

it-'-

1

I

,Jfel4i

See Ours

Mcintosh

I

tad Maaifer

fV

In Albuquerque

-

liki-wi.s-

T. C. NEAD, Tresf urer

For the
Best Line of

color nmid a (loud of steam, shouted
AND MUSIC
LAUGHTLR
"Fire!" Immediately the whole vessel was in an uproar
BEWAltl).
$200
and a dangerous panic u as imminent. It as one of
the uudcr-tif- i leers.
Is offered for tho capture of
Absolutely
Pettinc, the murderer of Bene
Tli" climax came when the quartet tuabtcl' taw a
minister of the gospel on the rail trying to lower tho detto Berardinellt. Crime was com A GUARANTEED
ATTRACTION
bow cf one of the ship's boats. I ran to him and order- tnitted in Albuquerque Monday, Feb
4
ruary
ed him to come down on deck. Tho minister paid no
C. A. and C. OUANDE
Prices, 50c, 73c, 91. OO
attention, and
seized Ids coat tails to drag him down
by folee.
Perhaps it was an old coat, for the stains parted,
and a second liter I had the ministerial coat tail in
The Toledo, Ohio, Blade says that the country nuv my hands. He enme down then. Ho was angry, and
hope next year to find Senator Foruker a supporter of
a spectacle to look upon.
II t
jut-- Secretary Taft for the presidential nomination. H add':
He tailed to call an indignation inceling, but most
"The senator's health nowadays is none of the best.
f the passengers had recovered from their fright by
15eer Hall l'bce of Recreation.
Presidential campaigns are fatiguing even for men !n this time, and were inclined to be merry at the reverend
rugged health. He has made for himself a conspicuous gentleman's expense.
First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
HU
reputataion where he Is.
place und country-wid- e
lie Went raging to the captain, who summoned me
coming out for his fellow Ohloau and fellow Cineii'.-Italia- n to appear.
came, still carrying the coat tall In my
next year would have two assured results, what- hand.
ever the outcome of the national convention and th
.' p.. said, "what
"Mr. i 'si
are your orders in
election; it would give him a firmer grip on his seat ease of a false alarm of tire?"
"My orders," J Kald, "are to tdop It by any means
in the senate, and It would clear the political atmos'
necessary. 1 may knock a man down, throttle him,
phere in Ohio mightily."
Finest Whiskies
or split him wide open."
That plan to lime county
Tli captain turned to tin iiale minister.
Socorro Chieftain:
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
"Those iiih Mr. Oshon's orders." he 6aid.
Hchuol superintendents appointed by Ihe territorial board
"You
of education Is not meeting with favor from the terrltoi-ia- l are foitun.iie that it was only our coat that was split
Prop'r.
BARNETT,
JOSEPH
The editors doubtless express a popular sen open."
prcks.
SAM PL A NO
plan
opposition
a
to
whlcH
shipdanger
manifest
they
on
fire
The
of
alarm
false
the
from
wheu
timent
CLUB ROOM
Avenue
oad
J
Ratlr
choosing
of
2
voice
Mecond
thing,
is
West
only to the real
in the
0
board
and is always
tends lo deprive voters of a
their own officials. It must be conceded that the senll a peril to be met promptly.
the

v
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"VENGEANCE IS MINE."
SAYS THE STATE.
Boise, Idaho, March 7. The senate
has passed the house bill appropriating $50,000 for carrying on the prosemurder
cution in the Steunenberg
case.
This bill went through both
houses unanimously, as did the bill
Metal Market.
appropriating $54,516 for expendiNew York, Mar. 7. Lead quiet, tures
for which deficiency certificates
copper firm $25.25
$6.006.30;
hud been issued.
25.60.
St. Louis,
$6.75.

BLOCK

SOLOMON LUNA,

Omaha Livestock.

Produce Market.
Chicago, Mar. 7.
Closing quotaJuly 77
tions: Wheat May
.
Corn May 47; July
July
Oats May
Pork May $6.40; July $16.57

tbt Sbfn ot Cmi

F. H. STRONG,

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Mar. 7. Cattle receipts 6,900, including 300 southerns.
Market steady to strong. Southern
steers $4.00 5.25 ; southern
cows
$3.00 W 3.75;
stockers and feeders
$3.80(i05.35; bulls $3.00(?C4.25; calves
$4.0061)7.50; western fed steers $4.00
fr.90; western fed cows $3.00fi4.G0.
6,000.
Sheep
receipts
Market
steady. Muttons $5.00iff 6.75; lambs
range
$7.oOt7.BO;
wethers $".25ii
6.00; fed ewes $5.75 ft 3.85.

'

Rug VHth

can be seen In our stock of real antique Turkish rugs. But "there are
others," rich In color and -- eautlful
In design, in our exquisite stock of
Persian, Bohkara, Daghestan, in our
lines of riental rugs, and we have
many beautiful domestic rugs In Wilton, Axminater and In the cheaper Ingrain art squares that we are selling
at wonderfully low prices.

lip

,.

Omaha, Mar. 7. Cattle vjeMpts.
5,000. Market steady. Western steers
$2 25 (fi) 5.20; Texan steers $ .1.0 rt
I. SO ,
canners
$2.00 ti 3.00; stockers
and
feeders $2.00CuM.85; calves $3.00
6.50; bulls $2.75 i 4.50.
Sheep
receipts
4.000.
Market
steady. Yearlings $5.75 6.50; wethers $G.25f06.75;
ewes $4.50 5.50;
lambs $6.50617.50.

107.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6 50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
6.50
PER TON

WOOD
ir'ji'MuqCTgy7rffwe'mJi

BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
92.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

S.

602 80UTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

P. Matteucci
EA'PERT
Shoemaking and Repairing
103 N. First
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Ii.'i.Ilo vlu Inh.ibit this jiurt of it
l.Mib'th of liltad.l to Hu llhappiness if they eat Hulling'
Siimo thiiiu true of our rolls, pies
other pastry. Sure you have
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PIONEER BAKERY,

207 South first Slrct't.
e
The Citizen Print Shop Is
e wbcre you can get the most for 1
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE. WAL- e your money. We print every. 1 TOVS OHIO STOItE.
e thing but greenbacke and post- e age stamps. Either phone.
1
If you want results lo burertlalufc
try as Evening ClUsen want ad.

etsxeeft
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EAMD CONCERT

S01CES
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IJITIZEN.'
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The Baby's Be J
should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

MEXICO
Interview With D. C. Hobart
on the Land of Fabulous
Natural Wealth.

Metal Crib

Tickets Going Fast a Matson's

These come in white and vernis martin.

Hobart of Sliver City, well
known throughout New Mexico, has
ben In Albuquerque for the last day
r two, having but recently returned
lo New Mexico from an extended trip
through the state of Sonora, Mexico.
In conversation with a representative of The Citizen, Mr. H"bart expressed the very highest appreciation
of mat country, which he thinks will
U. C.

A

Friday Evemieg the 8th

nome day pass to the United States
by purchase. At present, nearly every
enterprise Jn a large part of that
state is financed by American capital
or owned and operated by Americans,
while Americans and American capital are llowing In daily In an ever Increasing st ream, one might expect
these Americans to be almost exclusively from the southwest part of tne
United States, but this is nut the case.
Very nearly every part of the union
is represented.
The condition already existing will
be Intensified and nugmented by the
extension of American railways into
Sonora. The PhelpB-Dodg- e
people
have already reached Nacazarl and no
doubt will make Tampolobampo, on
the Gulf of California, their southwestern terminus .The Southern Pacific, starting from
Guymas, runs
south os far as the Yuqui river, where
it branches, one part going to Guada-alajar- a,
while the other circles buck
to the north through the wes'.crn
part of the state Kach commuy has
several large corps of enginei-rin the
field, and railway construction is going on at rapid rate.
Mr. Hobnrt says that the natural
resources of Sonora are almost inconceivable. Vast atid virgin forests
clothe its mountains and hill sides
with billions of feet of merchantable
timber; luxuriant stock ranges stretch
over the uplands with food for absent
Socks and herds;
valleys
fruitful
abound with fertile soil and abundance of water; and when it comes to
mineral stores, the Imagination staggers at the reality. Only a small part
of these resources are of value because of the lack of transportation to
market, but the branching of American railroads into this state is opening up immense opportunities for Investments In sections ahead of construction at present, but which wl'l
soon be reached. In this connection
Mr. Hobart said that no Amerlcnn ha
anything to fear from the Yaquis,
whether he be alone or in a crowd of
other Americans.
The war of the
Yaquis is against Mexicans exclusively.
As an illustration of the mineral
wealth of that country, Mr. Hobart
spoke of the Moctezuma mine, owned
by the Phelps-Dodg- e
people. Among
many openings there Is one especially worthy of mention.
This Is 13
feet deep, 180 feet wide and 350 fee
high, in which not a single piece of
timber is needed.
The entire mine,
of which this is a single opening, is
lighted and operated by electricity,
supplied by a plant five miles belo.
day
where there is a SOO-t. perconcentrating plant. Plant and mine
are connected by a railroad. There is
now In process of erection another
plant of 1.200 tons daily capacity, giving a dally output of 1,800 to 2.000
Mr. Hobart
tons of concentrates.
thinks the Moctezuma mine will undoubtedly prove the greatest copper
producer In the world; but he thinks
there are many others in Sonora, not
yet developed, which can be made
dose seconds.
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Telltale Hat May Send Paint-- Court Wants to Know Why Experiment Attracting AttenDefendant Does Not Pay
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For every bill you pay. you get a receipt. You have posltlv
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small

accoun,-

-

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
China ware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster
Ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

t

Where to Dine Well

Jfc

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters jj
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

C.

Under

...

Hot- -l

E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

1

Convenience - Comfort - Security

,
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;

all-da-

.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.
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HANDSORflE

Souvenir
Crockery
views or

if

Alvarado,

Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

wcll-ilrilli-

Borradaile
117 W.

1

nt.

Tweiity-tiv-

tliou-an-

e

d

head of cattle will be turned into the
territoiy and these, with the herds
already there, will make it the greatest cow ranch in the woild.
Colonel Hunt, whose home is in Kl
I'aso, declined to mUr into details
of tiie sale, but from other sources it
was learned that all negotiation': have
been closed and lh,.t the properly lias
cielucrej- - '
r
been
formally

TOMORROW

uBaa9B

:T:-:v-

The tirst trains to arrive from the
west .'ince Tu.-.- lay rem lie lie ln al
station late this urtcrnoon.
Though
heavy rains in California made tro;j- bio from Los Angeles to Needles, the
greatest obstacle encountered was a
washout Just ca't of l'.arstow, whore
the Mojave river weakened a large
bridge.
Considerable time was lust
at tills place by the transfer of m.i:l
and passengers from one train to an
other, aa It was not thought safe to
put trams across the weakened struc
ture.
Trains from hero cast have been
handled by the company to the best
advantage possible with the eu,ui;-men- t
No. 10 was sent ou'.
at hand.
both yesterday and today on No. I's
time.
Local officials thought this afternoon that they would be able to have
the regular schedule restored by 1
rrow.
j
-

to-,.,-

I

n

ON SCHEDULE
BY TOMORROW
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Butter Nut Bread

;

TIE

& Co,

Cold Ave.
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IX YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

high-grad-

i il

The
telephone
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

mm

one-quart- er

SET

i:o

V

ni

y
trip through the
After an
mountains, leputy Sheriff AImiiiI l':iul
arrived here last evening from Chilli!
with liexlderio Herrera, who shot and
probably fatally wounded Jose M.
Montano at Chllili last Monday. Th"
prisoner was placed in the county J iil
to await the action of the grand jury.
The shooting was the outcome of
a drunken row. Montano used a 4 4
caliber revolver to argue his point,
and did ko with telling rfect. The
bullet entered the left shoulder, passed entirely through the body, perforating the ri-liv;.. At the time the
deputy sheriff left Child!, the wounded man was not expected to live.

Friends of the late lit y. J. V. T.
Mi Neil,
whose sad death
occurred
isteid.iy muinlng. who care to view
opporgiven
will
be
an
the remains
tunity to do Fo tomorrow at A. orders' undertaking parlors, where the
body will lie in Mute from It o'clock
111 the
morning till 2:') In the afternoon. The funeral will be hel l from
the First lJaplist church at a:0
o'clock, ministers of the numerous
churches of the c'ty h iving t barge
of the ceremony.
The relatives have been eoniinunl-- .
ated with and re.Ucs'.ed ilia' the remains be shipped to the old home at
'a,, for lmrl.il. and
It. ii ky Mount,
Willi tills ill view, the body will be
placed aboard train No. h tomorrow
evening.
"And what." thundered the excited
orator, "is the result of this wicked
and pernicous system? John I. Rockefeller has gone on. idling dollar on
do'lar. thousands on thousands ayey
.id ling millions to millions, until
he is worth t l.OoO.OOO.OUU."
"li.r.l.itt tti.i " i o t e ml Til Mil :i ni:lll ill
the ear of the hall. "One of Mr.
managers
Issued a
l'.ockefeller'a
living
weens ag
statt incut two
SKuo.- was
only
worth
man
oil
the
ted 000.
pardon
ine." retorted
"And kindly
he orator. "I .iid 'today. "

i

DEALER IN

Pas-order-

HERRERA

luoius.

book.

you pay all bllla by check, your business is recorded
Each item rhows for Itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

:

JAILED FOR

Private board and
Nurth Klevenlh street.

WHEN

n

Wood-Hagenbar- th

FOR

Building

1

m

Chl-CiL-

M'NEIL FUNERAL

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

,

tiOLDKN STATE MMITl'.l)
Ui THE WITCH
The first four cars nnd the engine
of the Golden State limited, which left
Kl Paso Tuesday afternoon for
over the South western, were derailed the other side of Tony. N. M.,
about 230 miles east of Kl Paso, at
11:45 o'clock Tuesday night. The
cause of the wreck is unknown at
headquarters.
Itailway Mail Clerk Graham, who
was in the mail car, was slightly injured and one passenger was slightly
hurt. The train was in charge of Conductor Oliver, of 1215 Wyoming street
Kl Paso.
The train tore up several lengths of
track when the first four cars and engine left the rails.
The two trains destined tor Kl Pao
are on the other side of the

SHOOTING

ALBERT FA BUR'S
308-31- 0

(occccccocccoc
A Checking Account

AT

Judge W. C. Heaeock. a
John Fischer, the pninter, charged
with attempting to hold un the New attorney and notary public of this & About thirty days ago the Kl Taso
Southwestern installed a plant for
saloon, was hound over to the city, is before the district
court, in the treating of water electrically by
iYork Jury yesterday afternoon snd
session
at the Bernalillo county court the Jewell system to remove boiler
at the county
de- The hunting party composed of W. fnillt ftf lOft h.tnda A t,..l,,Jail in
house this afternoon, having oe m Incrustlng matter of a soluble nnd Ini
P. Johnson, Kalph Johnson and A. It. hat was lost by the would-b- e
It has been In operahold- - called there to show cause why he has soluble nature.
McGaffey, which went to Kspanola a up nt the time the bartender began failed to pay alimony to his wife, tion now for some time at the building
few days ago with a
formerly occupied bv the machine
boat shontlnfr at him, whic h the police be- - from whom he has been separated for
shops and is said to be a decided
with the expectation of floating down lieve belongs to Fischer. The hat tits the last several months.
me mo uranae witti tne current lo Fischer's head exactly
His case was to have been heard at success.
To a man w ho Is not technically In10 o'clock this morning, but owing to
jiouquerque, nas returnea, Dut its
members did not come by boat. They
the time taken In making up the civil formed the process seems very simple
and
the men nt the plant state that
rode In on the train yesterday.
docket,
was
it
3
postponed
SOME OF "SUNSET"
until
It Is as simple as It looks.
All claim that the trip was a grant
A series
o'clock this afternoon.
of tanks contain aluminum plates and
success, but each mysteriously avoids
When Interviewed Dy a representaconnections
to
similar
a plating batthe one question, "Why didn't yoa
tive of The livening Citizen this
COX'S
SATIRE morning,
come all the way by boat?"
Mr. Heaeock said he wanted tery The water runs by gravity from
to make a statement through the one tank to the next lower throughOver the telephone Air. McCarthy
newspaper, but that he could not do out the series and comes In close
told the reporter that the start was
with nil the plates through
so until after he had been before the contact
U Ida M. Tarhlll.)
made at Espanola and that the party
w hich n current of electricity Is flowwas on the water the greater part of
district court.
was
There
pretty
a
general
ing.
frank
The electric current has the
a day, when they landed at Huckman admission that the war tarltlls ought
Mrs. Heaeock, also, was seen by the property
of rendering the most of the
and drove to .Santa Fe, where they not to go on. but "if you get It for representative of this pater, but the solids
boarded a train to complete the Jour- your oonstltutents you must give it had nothing to say, more than that itation. Insoluble and ready for precipThe water is then run Into
ney home.
to me for mine." It was a phase she was told that her husband hal a large settling
tank and allowed to
The reporter tuld Mr. McCalTfy which gave great
Joy to "Sunset" Cox. bought two railroad tickets some time settle.
As
is drawn off from the
that he heard a couple of ladies on and he mocked at It in a speech long Wednesday afternoon, and that a wo- settling tankIt the
water Is put through
the street car Bay that the hunting renif inhered
man w hom she names as
n iinfr miner pressure
and comes
party had been shipwrecked and that
in the case, used of the rmirty
us
be to each other Instru"Let
storage
for the
tank or immeall the baggage and guns had been ments of reciprocal rapine," said Mr. tickets In leaving town.
Mrs. Hea- diate use.
lost in the river, and following this Cox.
"Michigan steals on copper; eock said she had been told that the
The scale of hardness of the
Information asked if this was true.
Maine on lumber: Pennsylvania on tickets were for Baton, and that again
water is said to be .IS and
Mr. McGafTey's answer
was thai "ron; North Carolina on peanuts; she had heard they were for Kansas by this method
of treatment It is re
they had lost no guns. Then the fol- Massachusetts on cotton goods;
City.
7 and Is said to be about as
to
duced
chi'-drelowing conversation took place:
Mrs.
Heaeock,
with
her
three
tow as rainwater after the treatment.
on hairpins;
Jersey on
two girls and a boy have been
"What did you do with the boat?" spool thread; LouisianaNew
he plant will be Increased at once
on sugar, ani
"Vre left It at Huckman."
ror
AiDuqueroue,
in
aDoul
so on. Why not
from
lour
k
what Is now inn., m,,
gentlemen
the
,.
"Where is Buckman?"
months, but she had been separated experimental
1,.
Maryland
from
steal
coal
from
them?
"About twenty miles below Kcpan-ola.- " True, but a comparative few get the from her husband long before that purity of 120. 000 gallons ner dav. and
absoallages
She
he
time.
has
that
t
ts
Httej fu,..ier that i.lnnts will
benefit, and it comes out of the body
"How bi2 a boat was it?"
of the people;
It tends to high lutely refused to pay her alimony as also be Installed at Pintado and
by the court, pending the dl- - tura.
"It was fourteen feet long and four prices, but does true
not
encourThe material is now here for
stealing
and one-ha- lf
feet wide."
age industry?
voice proeeeiimgs.
Ijet us as moralists,
Increasing the plant and the com
"How thick was it; did it have an not as politicians, rewrite the eighthif
m
Mr. Meacocn was arrestea in tne nnnv's
i.ri,ni,.iry
airtight compartment?"
!,- - "ul town last night by Under Sheriff n a fw ,inys to go to work. This
commandment:
Thou
shalt
steal:
"I didn't look to see how thick it cause stealing Is right when common.
r"rt Hey". "Pn a warrant sworn out method of treatment, which is practl-"A- s
was, but it was a good boat."
1
D' lrs- Heaeock.
cally without chemicals, renders the
am a representative
"But didn't you have a shipwreck?" York, and Onnndaira- - with thetofnldNew
.
water fine for ilrlnkimr niirnimpi nn.-of
"I don't know of any shipwreck."
,H especially
foreign
evaporates
the
1
solar artisan,
recommended for sanl- Mr. McUaffey could not be made to salt, ought I not to steal to help LUMBER MILLS SHUT
tarlums
and other places where much
verify the story heard on the street Onondaga?
Stealing by
water is consumed
Mr.
car, and as neither Mr. Johnson or his Chairman, is, as De (Juincytariffs,
proved of '
The efilcacy Is indicated In one way
son could be located by telephone, lh murder, a fine art. If everybody stole
to anyone, and that Is when
above story will have to stand.
DOWN FOR A WEEK visible
everybody. Is there any reproach '
settling tank Is cleaned out. If
from
the
was
left at Huckman.
The boat
to anybody?
the plant has been running for any
If everybody Is a burti-- ,
length or time the bottom Is covered
lar. Is there any need for anybody to
up
lock
houses?
The American Lumber company to a depth of several Inches with o
COL GHAS. HUNT IS
we
we
happy
be
sediment, and the battery tanks
white
"How
when
should
can all look each other In the face mills closed down this morning for an nave the appearance or having had
here, clasp hands, as now I look into the usual spring repairs, and the lime thrown at them.
AGAIN TO THE FRONT the face of the gentleman from MasOfficials of the Mexican Central are
dredging of the log pond.
Mr.
sachusetts, and say: 'God bless yau, Johnson, president and general mana- watching the Alamogordo experiment
my brother; you have stolen from me,
with
interest and It is said that roa 1
MARKS ItKi HANCJI AVI STOCK and I from you; let us love one an- ger of the company, said this morning will Install plants all along Its line
bea
be
probably
week
would
it
that
W. C.
Pl'HCIIASK FOIl
for the treatment of water. Alamo
other.' Then the little unprotected fore work is resumed.
The Zunl gordo Advertiser.
pigs, who are crowded by the big
GREENE.
ig
pigs, quietly eating out of the trough, Mountain railway, the company's
What is declared to be the greutest will squeal no more to be let In, f ir road In the Zunl mountains. Is alsj
The railroad managers in several
sale of ranch property ever recorded on this idea all shall be fed by swal- out of operation, undergoing repairs, states declare that if the fare Is reIn the history of this country
or lowing each other's food; and whn both to the track and the rolling duced to 2 cents they'll take off some
Mexico has Just been concluded in all ore fed, no one loses and we shall stock.
of the trains. That will have Its ad- vantages.
Salt Lake City and Colonel W. C. be happy."
There'll be fewer trying
A Pittsburg astronomer.
re poring to pass on the same track,
(ireene, the southwestern copper kin ",
on his investigation of the sun spot,
has added to his already Immense
To Chicken Feeders.
soys he was unable to see It. He did APPI.KS! APIM.MS! ! APPLES! !
holdings 2,500,000 acres at a cost of
Mausard's Mills are selling good not say whether or not he saw the
about tl. 2D0.600.
TWELVE VAIMICTIKK.
sun.
The sale was made by Colonel Chas. wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
FRUIT IIOUSK. 206 8. KKCOM BT.
F. Hunt, acting as agent for Colonel
Ureene, from the
Cattle company of Salt Lake, owners
of the Palomus Land and Cuttle
company of Chihuahua, Mexico.
By this deal the property now owned by Colonel Greene exceeds In area
that of Governor Terrazas of Chihuahua, who controls 7.000,000 acres.
The land Just bought begins at a
point sixteen miles west of Kl Paso,
Texas, nnd extends along the American border in a westerly direelon on
both sides of the line about 150 miles.
I.U
Ml
It Is stated that If this property were
F
VA
U1I Hi!
J
laid out in a strip
of a
mile wide it woud form a belt around
the Klobe.
Besides the land Colonel Greene
e
secured :M,luu bead of cattle of
American quality, ,0U0 head of
thoroughbreds and 10UO head of stock
4V
W VZW& 1
I
horses and mules.
The ranch is completely fenced ami
subdivided and Is Improved wi.li
innts, sawmills and a great
1.
?,:
of modern machinery fur
vailety
farming and mining purposes.
It is understood that Colonel Hunt
5
5
?'... JI
will immediately take charge of the
'
V.
CSi'
im l III II ll 10. j All I OiX Er 1
new holdings mid continue their

on
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Mattress

Puts System Into Your Business

ported Shipwrecked:
Story Denied.

s

Wire

ed

Come In and see them on oor floor.

calls treating water by

HEACOCK

and

ds

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

ON CARPET

TRAIN
Johnson-McGaffe-

flBB0TT

Well-Ma-

Better Than Ever

l?S51
.

pure
and healthful you must usa
To keep homo balling
EDlPa

Cream Baking Powder

French Bakery . .
202 East Railroad Ave.

13ALDRIDGE

T. C.
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, moat economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPUR Always in stock.
Plaster, Mine, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.
HRST STREET AND COAL AVE. Ai.lil'gi EKQl E, NEv MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Nort
Tilpmnn. and lngrrsoll nd.'.ed fn.ie e.ieh. and South Carolina,
Jerey. Kentuck
New
Carolina,
to their reputations.
Tennessee. Illinois and Cal
It l significant of the esteem in cen veil.two
etch. Connecticut,
fornl.i
l
v. hli-lu
was
In
court
those
the
Hampshire. Maine, Imva. Mississippi,
arly dus th:it lis ti liters should, Kansas.
Mlchican. nnd Louisiana have;
hi; linked nway In the basement of
one appointment each during the
the new capltol. It wa. established had
years
of the court's existence.
a small chamber approached by a 11?
narrow hall, having mi eastern door
!
of entrance upon the capltol grounds,
It was known as the "Cave of Tro- phonlus," n name bestowed upon It
It
In derision by John Randolph.
was one of the few rooms spared by
THE ATTRACTION TONIGHT1
by the
started
the conflagration
Here for
HrlUsh soldiers In 1X14.
thirty-fou- r
years John Marshall sat
.M.ihai a'.s big minstrel carnival W ill f
In the midst of his eight associates,
and In this unlmposltig chamber, now appear at the KlkV opera house to- This Is an
used as the supreme court library, night.
stand- took form nnd sub- company of a great many years
During One Hundred and Sev- the constitutiongolden
age
and'
court.
not need the newspaper
Ing
lines
of
the
in
stance
the
The walls of this old chamber, sel- boosting that ordinary traveling comenteen Years Has Had
dom visited by the tourist, heard the panies do Unit stiike our city. s The
profound arguments of l'inkney fop- .Mahar.i minstrels carry a
But Seven Chiefs.
They
it;
pish, vehement, overwhelming, but etitel tainment in all details
always prepared; Wirt. timid and open their show with an elevated
legal
up
classical, but of considerable
to ad
scenic lust nan. showing
the Interesting vantage the whole company ensein- Kinmcl.
vile; itinney. tin- - cuiixiinrite lawyer; hied in chorus work, drills, march"
I'l.iy. dashing and mamo'tic. and Web
and musical siticii number. i ibis'
Miliary
in
ster. Inspiring and jirot'iuno.
is nuite oui ot th
old. time minstrel tie rl ' Ilia n e and
of Trnpliiiiiiiw."
115 VARIOUS QUARTERS I Abandoned
are
hi
novei'.y.
ing
a
pi.
ie
.
a
i
ere added
When .I'Mitimi.il ult.trs
,i the capiliil for the sen. .;e and the end nu n Willi thu show who help out
lu
in their work.
i house,
the supreme court was re-- I with pie itv of comedy olio,
t.Jies up
or the
moved
the "Cave of Trophon- - An rUer-i'iatIt i..11'
of the perfoi'tnance.
tn tlin ol.l sen ile eh unit, V whleh oiie-Inte rcMi ng Ucw. n ; n cos of.Mjry Ihi,"
e s
with good singing ar.i!
it has occupied ever since.
The court,
sketch
specialties,
lias had to dancing, strong
since its cslul'h.-liPH-n- t,
Who Have S.it on Bench
hablVnnt the cast-of- f
work and numbers from the fhnrif
take for lt.The
nni-iehits.
big
argument
congress.
in the latest
The
'lUiiiers of
as Associates.
Al.lh.'iras carry their own band anil
that as nn equal and
branch of the government it is en- orchestra and will give, a big pat.i'l''
to a home of ils own of dignity at noon.
V.
Fuller titled
C)irf Justin' Mi'lvill
equal to that of the president and
the deliberations
ongress has had no effect tint opinion
presided uvt-(ly Anna Italian! Rccvcsi.)
"Had dyspepsia or Indigestion for
now appears to lie oi j unitizing in ia vears. No appetite, and what 1 "id
Hunch. Watklns, Colo., March 7.
of the supreme rourt for eighteen vor
llurdo'-terribly.
of
recognizing the Importance
eat distressed me
widespread Interest In the
jrcaxs. nnd, despite u multitude or the of
J.
nation's great court of last re- - nicxid Hitters cured me."
Campbell system of dry farming has
nmnra In connection with his
by erecting for It a temple or Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.
many a city man to contemcaused
to Justice equal In simple architectural
retirement
o
miKnatJon i r and
plate with longing the quiet life on
maintains a Sjihlnx- - beauty to the court palaces or other
sirivnte
a farm.
reeeptlve nations and in harmony with the ex NEW P0ST0FF1CES
while
silence
Itke
He reads the glowing reports in the
candldntes for the Krcntest office In alted position the court now occupies
papers of the success of the "system
the pift of the president ornre kept In the nation's lire.
and wonders why fate thrust him Ina frreat
mirnvinff, ami the politics
to the supreme
An appointment
PENSIONS to a little niche, in the great noisy
AND
party are. to a certain extent,
ourt Is an excellent promise of long- city.
upon a decision which, ir evily, judging from the records. Of
The mechanic after a hard day In
nn at present constituted,
made, ha not yet leen announced.
court
the
a close dusty shop listens eagerly ns
nee Chief Justice Fuller was ap- Chief Justice Fuller and Associate
been
pensions
have
following
The
he Hears on the car snntches or conpointed In 1888 ten associate Justices Justice Harlan were born in 1833;
versation upon the subject of taking
183i; granted;
in
have been appointed, three of whom
Hrewer,
Justice
Associate
M.;
up claims.
RolH.it Stewart, Lincoln. N.
txAve retired and one has died. AsAssociate Justice Itrown, in 1836;
act granting him a pension of
Ihe longing to own 160 acres pos
sociate Justice Shiras. appointed In Associate Justice White, In 1837; As- special
6th,
February
per
month,
from
sesses hi in. The thought that he can
Associate
1903,
nnd
S92, retired In
sociate Juslee I'eckham, in 183S; As110".
own
the
.
ascended
a;
who
land causes .such a glow of
184
in
Justice lirown.
sociate Justice McKcnna.
Jose Knrlgues Lopez, F.l Rlto; pen- prldo that the thought becomes defernch In 1890, doffed His judicial Associate Justice Holmes, in 1M1;
per
month,
from
to
$2
termination.
Associate Justice Associate Juslce Day, in 1840. The sion increased
robes in 1906.
He counts his little hoard and conJackson, who cast the decisive vote most recent appointment, Associate February 6th, 1907.
James M. Ross, Central; pension ot sults his wire, who ts too tired or the
In the famous income tax case, died Justice Moody, of Massachusetts, Is
In 1895, after two years of service the baby of the court, ns his birth $2 per month, from September 17th, endless struggle to keep the children
well clothed.
He iinds her quite
pon the hench. Associate Justice did not occur until 1863. Of the re- 1900.
The following changes In postofflccs ready, even eager. How to get a
Harlan Is the only Judge upon the tired Justices, Mr. Hrown was born
claim Is the next thing. An endless
have been made:
in 1836, nnd Mr. Shiras in 1S32,
brneh now who was there when
his aplldefonzo. Santa Fe county, discon number of locators Infe.st the real
Chief Justice Fuller received
The term of service of Chief JusIn
appointed
thirty-fouwas
years,
r
Harlan
pointment.
has tinued; patrons will be supplied from estate offices, but their price is high
tice Marshall,
At
and their statements unreliable.
1877, and will soon complete a term not been exceded, but has been equal- Hobart.
Padillas, Bernalillo county, Patrlo-cln- o last the mechanic runs into an enled by the terms of service of story
ofjr thirty years' service, distinguished
opinthusiastic homesteader
who "puts
a number of
and Field, Wayne, of Georgia, nnd
Chavez appointed postmaster.
him on" to a good quarter section.
McLean, of Ohio, served thirty-tw- o
ions.
I'ostotllce established at Vaughn,
goes
He
to
it.
see
L.
VirWashington,
years;
of
county,
Robert
the
liushrod
nnd
Guadalupe
Of the eleht chief Justices of
him, the
The prairie fascinates
years; Johnson, of I.ovick appointed postmaster.
tTnited States, Fuller ranks already ginia, thirty-on- e
miles and miiles of unbok,en noil
years; Catron,
third In lenirth of service. John Mar South Carolina, thirty
undeveloped
Its
with
faint
twenty-eigturns
him
years;
the central chair for of Tennessee,
hall occupied
The News No pure arus cough possibilities. No more will he work
years during the golden Nelson, of New York, twenty-seve- n
thirtv-fou- r
laws would bo needed, if all cough In the hot dusty shop when the fair
twenty-liv- e
years;
Maryland,
of
court,
Puval.
supreme
und
his
of
the
K
skies and broad prairies beckon him
years; Crier, of Pennsylvania, cures were like Dr. Shoop's20 Cough
successor, Roger H. Taney was chief
years. saying
Cure is and has been for
"Hfre Is health! here lis
years. Ful- and Clifford, of Maine, twenty-thre- e
Justice for twenty-eigstrength and flesh nnd money for
years longer if he years each; ISradley, of New Jersey, The national law now requires that If your
ler must serve tenTaney
purse."
twenty-tw- o
years; Gray, of Massa- any poisons enter Into a cough mixs term.
Centres to exceed
He hurries home happy nnd free
years; Cushing, ture, it must be printed on the label
Should the Insistently rumored chusetts, twenty-on- e twenty-one
years; or package. For this reason mothers, already from the tryant shop.
ap
Massachusetts,
of
with the
duns reach fulfillment
I'p in the land office he meets other
of New York, nnd Swayne, and others, should Insist on having
polntment of the administration's Thompson,twenty
eager homcsteders nnd he ilnds a
years each.
to the highest office of Onlo.
poison-mark- s
No
Cough
Shoop's
Dr.
Cure.
neighbor
at his elbow, that is he will
was
of
that
The shortest service
In the rift of the president. Secre
on Dr. Shoop's labels and be a neighbor In a few minutes when
who was nn
tary Taft would be the eight chief Harrison, of Maryland,
quarter sections is
Justice a year. Rutledge, of none in the medicine, else It must by the number ofpapers
Justice. Since inn organization oi me associateCarolina.;
signed.
Trimble, of
South
law be on the label. And It's not only given in and
irovemment in 1789 there have been
Hurrah! lie hold a free and Indennd Jackson, of Tennessee, safe, but It Is said to be by those that
presidents, scores of sen
twenty-fiv- e
a
were on the bench for only two years. know it best, a truly remarkable pendent man, a man his own boss,
ators, and nunareus or represent
states havo been cough remedy. Take no chance, par- land owner, he has the world by the
Only twenty-thre- e
tives. but with the pnssage of these
on
quarter
tiling
his
and
neck
the
upon
of
to rurnish members
117 years only seven chief Justices called
Of these New ticularly with your children. Insist on section safe with Uncle Sam.
was noi con- the supreme court.
If we exclude one wno over
The work of hauling lumber bethe de- York stands at the head of the list having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Com- gins
firmed, have prerlJed
quickly, it's his own house that's
greatest with seven members since the
pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
liberations of theanyworld's
Massa- with others and see No poison marks going up. Old timers give him adof the tribunal.
schoolboy can
.court And while
the chusetts and Ohio come next, with there. You can alwnys be on the safe vice. Will he take It? No not ashe.I
Kllblv rattle off the names of adI shall do
six members each. Virginia has had side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough I am independent;
presidents with the dates of their
many
the great Cure. Simply refuse to accept any please; I shall showIn thesegoodcattle
five members. Including
ministrations yet it will puzzle
old
the
barons how to farm
nn adu t to recal the names in or John Marshall. Maryland and Penn- other. Sold by all druggists.
fashioned way; and he goes on with
occupied sylvania has furnished four members
der of the men who have
the august tributitn center seat of fifty-foassociate
nal. As for the
scarcely half a
1780
ttistlces. since
trjaWTSSCacai
W ,."si
is.M'Iiiwm !' "T7
dozen names are familiar save to the
!';':--- XXJ
J"'?
V '
the
student of history. And yet atevery
practically
time of appointment, among
th counone of them was
try's most distinguished Jurists.
'The tireat John Marshall.
John Marshall so overshadows his
predecessors that one Is aptjo forget
that he was the fourth W occupy
the office of chief Justice. In fact,
during the early years of the court
properly
It was very difficult to findaccept
the
qonllfted jurists who would
was
reluctance
with
appointment. It
Justice,
chief
Jay,
the
tlrst
John
thai
consented to take the position, which
only six years, resigning to
he held governor
of New York.
become
Probably there could not be pertinent
upon the
or significant commentary 177
years
changed conditions which
have wrought. It is almost impos-or
sible to imagine a chief Justice,
resigning
.even an associate Justice,accept
any
In these days in order to
position save that of the presidency
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Ills work rejoicing.
At last the house is done and his
family is moved. Tlio wife rejoices
too much in the freedom and the

children howl with delight nnd run
wild for a bit. "Never mind school
this vear, we will get a horse for
th,. lfiilu mwl let fhom
the seven
nii,,B wnpn thpy get usea to the farm
nnd houses.
That is the way a settler generally
gets his quarter section and becomes
a land owner.
It's strange In looking over the
new settlers of this year how many
real city working men nre amongst
the lot. Once in a while you see a
carpenter, but they are moily Indoor
workers such as mechanics, smeller
men, clerks, waiters nnd even once
In a while a minister, a school ma'am
and a soldier's widow
The intense longing for air and
sun and to own land makes them
willing to forego city pleasures and
to work hard and ceaselessly on their
claims.
Of course It's a form of gambling,
these crops nnd unlrrlgated lands in
Colorado, but the settlors are game
und sland to win.
oftlmes a locator puts a man on
hnd piece of land, filled with prairie
dog Holes, cactus and sage orusn.
but the strange thing that I have
noticed, that no matter what the land
is. once a man owns It, his quarter
section cannot be equaled In the
country.
1 have questioned many
nnd all
reel alike. "My 'piece' is the best
around here: I was lucky to get It,
I was Just
In time.
Several others
wanted It but I got nhead or them."
And he laughts gleefully and tells
how many bushels of wheat he Is
going to raise to the acre nnd how
many cattle he will run nnd how tn
a few years he will be rich
Does coffee disagree with you?
rrobably It does! Then try Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health Coffee" Is a clever combination of parched cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
real coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee, yet Its flavor and taste
matches closely old Java and Mocha
Coffee.
If your stomach, heart or
kidneys can't stand coffee drinking;,
try Health Coffee. It is wholesome,
nourishing and satisfying.
It's nice
even for the youngest child. Sold by
C. N. Brtgham.
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In 1795, Washington appointed for-nAssociate Justice John Rutledge,
chief Jusof South Carolina, to thevigorous
opticeship, in spite of the
cabinet,
but
the senposition of his
the
ate rejected the appointment,
seal reason being that the mind of
become
this Illustrious patriot had
seriously impaired. Washington, then
commissioned William Cushing. senior
associate justice, as chief Justice, but
Jurist
the distinguished Massachusetts
declined the appointment, preferring
to retain his former position. Oliver
Kllaworth. of Connecticut, then a
senator, was then given the position,
which he retained only four years,
resigning to become envoy extraordinary to France.
President Adums then offered the
position to Jay, who declined reappointment, saying:
"I left the bench perfectly defec-Uv- do
that under a system so
it would not obtain the energy,
weight, and dignity whlrh was es
sential to Its affording due support
the national government, nor aclo
quire the nubile confidence and re
sweet which, as the last resort of
of the nation, It should
Ihe Justice
possess. "
Voiced General Opinion.
Jay simply voiced a generally pre
vailing opinion. It was declared that
"politicians of that day simply
blvouuced in the chief Justiceship on
position to an
their march from one
other." And the court carried with
the dignity it afterit bo little of that
Judges took active
ward attained
part In politics. Chase, in lttuo. can
Maryland for the adminlstra.
vasn-i- l
tlon, and Jav, while chief Justice, also
eld the office of secretary of state
only
for six months, and resigned upon
when a third office was thrust ap
him. Kven Marshall, after his
m.ln4tnent bv Adams, remained seore
tary of state for several months, dis
charging the duties or me iwu oi
Itces concurrently.
'ine Doasieu in
dependence of the Judiciary was
not
notion in the early days, and did was
become a fact until Marshall
and
bench,
unon
the
seated
nrmlv
finally lifted the court Into that se
rene nnd lofty atmosphere that has
characterized it since his day and
and co
made It in fact a
Hmsai dennrttnent of the government,
The supreme court has had several
Its tirst sessions were
habitations.
in the old exchange In New
tthl
York. It was only a brief residence
however, and soon followed by ten
wears in Philadelphia, where It sat
in the old city hall. Here appeared
Randolph. Bradford, and Iee as at
lorney generals for the United States,
and here practiced Mammon, aiar
Bilull. Campbell, limes, ttickum, am!
.any members of the PhlU lelphl
bar. When the court was transfer
leaders of the
red to Washington, the followed,
and
old Philadelphia bar
allied their supremacy for many
years, during which lalU, Kaales
er
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

OFFICHR3 AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 3. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCIUSOX. TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ornccRa and directors

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOTJRNOY

President

Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

FRANK McKKB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS
U. 8.
ROBITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchissi, Topeka

&

$500,0006
$250,000.01

Saala Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

CAPITAL.

NEW MEXICO

. . .

SURPLUS FUND

.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
N. 11ARRON,

HERNDON,

President; Wm. FAItU, Vice President; J.
Cashier; ROY WcDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

-s

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Paint Now

fill
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MILWAUKEE
Quality
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Individuality Purity-

before the vines are frreen and climbing in your way, before the
flowers
will shame the appearance of yosr
building. 'Twill be a better Job and
will do no harm to your plants. As
to the paint Itself, you can get none
better lots worse than if your buying of paints, oils, varnishes,
putty,
etc., is done at

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Corner Third and Marquette
-
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"OLD RELIABLE."

L,

:

The Quality of the Malt decides the body of a beer. UlatZ Malt is produced in the brewery s own malt house by
trained Malsters (years in Blatz service). "Not only hoW much malt but hotJ good" is here the inviolable
rule. This method is expensive, but the desired result is always achieved the Vital ingredients of the malt are
d
State of Mat Beer.
thereby brought out and retained. To the Blatz malt is due the prevailing
(hop bitters), which
and
properties
tonics
in
are
rich
Beer
brewing
Hops
of
Blatz
the
aromatic
in
used
The
as
a
act
tonics
mild
Stimulant to the
lend to the beer that fragrance which captivates lovers of the beverage. The
digestion. Blatz Beer is perfectly fermented and ripened in the coldest and cleanest cellars extant.
The most skilled masters zealously guard "Blatz" individuality' The paramount object being to maintain
with absolute uniformity every characteristic that has these many years meant UlatZ Quality.

ESTABLISHED

e. PUTNEY

J73.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

full-bodie-

VAL BLATZ BREWING

CO.,

Milwaukee

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stade Groceries In
tn the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

00OttKKC0
THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkote Roofing

For Sale by STERN, SCHLOSS & CO.,

NX

holesale Dealers, Albuquerque,

N. M.

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mcxtro
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We are exclusive agents for

Hoosler Kitchen Cabinet

5

A pantry, cupboard and work
table combined. The only cabinet with an aluminum top,
made ot the same material as
high grade cooking utensils.
bright and
Can be washed
clean In an Instant, ready for
bread and
This
Is only one of the many good
features.
Write for booklet whether you
buy or not. It Is a pleasure to
deshow you this labor-savin- g
vice.
g.

cake-makin-

J. D. EMMONS
T1IE FURNITURE MAN.
Corner Goal and Second.
Wert End Viaduct
Phone 370

i
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EXONERATED

FOUNDRIES

CHOKE-FU-
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Kansas City, Mexico and Orient.
The election of Mr. Harmon is tentative, as it is not known whether or
not hp will accept.
Aside from the election there was
Informal discussion of the ordlrances
passed by the Kansas City council,
one of the presidents was asked If
the Inducements held out by the Kansas City aldermen were satisfactory.
Me said there were no Inducements,
but the restrictions had been accepted. Thre was some informal discussion of the financial ends of the great
enterprise.

engineer petti roneAT
DIES

El,

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PAGE
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William D. Pettlbone, for twenly-flv- e
years an engineer on the Texas ft Pacific and running Into El Paso, and
one of the oldest engineers In the employ of the company, died Tuesday
(afternoon after an illness of about ten
days, says the El Paso Times The
death came suddenly and was a surprise to many of his friends, who
knew that he was III, but did not consider his illness serious.
Mr. Pettibone was one of the first
engineers to pull a train Into El Paso
on the Texas ft Pacific when that road
was built into this city. He has been
employed by the road since that time
and has worked continuously
until
about ten days ago, when he was
stricken with partial paralysis.
lie rallied arer the first attack and
yesterday morning seemed to be quite
well, when he was shaved letter a return to the paralytic stroke came and
he succumbed. He will be burled here
hv the railroad orders to which he belongs.

Number In Excess of Any
Previous Congress in the
History of the Country.
Washington, March 7. More bills
were Introduced during the
h
congress than In any congress sln?e
the foundation of the government,
in the senate there were, ur to Saturday, 8, 580 bills Introduced, and
111
the house. Of this total there
were 10,518 Introduced In the lirst
session. In the congress reports have
been made aggregating 7,3utl.
During the first session 416 public laws
n
were passed and for the second
the total of this class of laws will
probably not exceed 800. Imrlng tne
first session a total of 3 r 3 private
laws were enacted, and fur the
Just closing the total MI run up
to 3,000.
The fiftieth congress will d;o down
In history as having dealt more heavy
blows against the big cm pornti ms
than any of Its predecessors.
Th'i
rate bill Is the most notable example
of the class of legislation, to which
must be added legislation governing
the hours of railroad employes and
the general enlargement of federal
control and regulation of all corporations that could be brought within the
commerce clause of the constitution.

oji

Indictments

Are Quashed

Rallroad Orders Field Men to
Spy Out Business
In Night

Jurist Had Not
Erred.
m Pato, Mar. 7. The Indictments
made against Judge W. K. I,nwe, rive
in lumber, which were found by the
grand Jury In December, 1905, were
quashed yesterday morning in Judge
Harper's court, when the motions
were Introduced.
The indictments found against Mr.
Low were based on the connection of
the latter with a certain Spanish
agency which attempted to dispose of
deeds to property in the southern part
of the city on the ground that the
deeds held by the present owners
were invalid. It was represented by
this concern that all that part of Kl
Paao south of Overland street and
west of Stanton street belonged to
Mexico and that the land was held by
the Interested parties by virtue of an
old Spanish laiu'r grant.
Judge Lowe, acting for these people, it was charged, alfposed of this
property to Mexicans and others for
various sums of money, giving them
deeds for the property based on this
Spanish grant.
The quashing of those indictments
removes from Judge Lowe's shoulders
all responsibility
for questionable
practices in the matter.
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INCORPORATES

FOR

$2,000,000
Chlco Springs to Have Sani-

tarium Official
Matters.

With a view of making a conservative forecast of the coining seaion
the executive olticers of the freight
departments of several railroads
have
sent letters to their field men, asking
that they give their opinions as to
prospective traffic and what they believe as to the continuance of extraordinary business.
These are to ba
based on their observations and what,
they learn from shippers.
Many of
the freight agents in here have received these letters during the past
few days, and their replies have been
almost invariably that there Is every
prospect that the next few month?
will witness a more severe and trying
demand upon the facilities of the railroads of the country than ever before. One characteristic reply said:
"There Is only one thing that will
keep the railroads from doing a bigger business during the remainder of
the year than ever before, and tills
will be the inability of the roads to
handle the business."
The comments on prospects have
emphasized the big business being
done at this time and brings to light
the fact that right now most of the
roads are taxed almost to the limit of
their capacities. A local freight man
said yesterday:
"An almost alarming freight congestion exists right here In Albuquerque and throughout the country.
Some of the roads have yards, and
great difficulty is being experienced
in moving them. There Is an unprecedented demand for cars. In brief,
the business of the country lias grown
to such proportions that the facilities
of the railroads are now inadequate
to handle it."
The forecasting is doubtless for the
purpose of securing a basis for estiA
mating new equipment orders.
vast amount of new rolling stock has
been purchased recently. The American Car & Foundry company has
within the pust few days refused to
book orders for delivery under twelw
months.

mm

MEN IX TRAIN SERVICE

OPl'OSE TWO-CEN- T
FARE 1ULL,
repre
The legislative committee
senting the order of locomotive en
gineers railroad firemen, conductors
ami trainmen, has decided to throw
the influence of these unions against
the adoption of the bill pending !n
the state legislature that will require
the railroads in Michigan to carry
passengers for two cents per mile,
says a telegraphic
dispatch
fr)m
(rand Rapids. At the last session of
tlte committee It was held that in
states where such a law has been
passed the opportunities to work have
been reduced through a curtailment
of train service, an instance being the
abolishing of Sunday excursions, and
that in some states where such a law
has been passed the railroads were
better able to stand the reduction of
fares than in Michigan.
STRIKING ISOILERMAKERS
REFUSE ALL ARIilTIl ATI ON"
The strike of the Chicago ft Alton
has filled the places of most of the
n
men, and the
strikers with
shop plant is being operated very
much as before the strike. The strikers have refused to arbitrate or to
consider terms except their own. and,
failing to interest the officers of the
company in their demand for more
pay, will seek to secure the attention
of the directors.
non-unio-

William Carman of Las Vegas, N.
M., is confined at the Santa Fe hos-pitat Topeka, where he Is receiving
treatment.

at

Cause of Stomach Trouble.
When a man has trobule with his
stomach you may know that he Is
eating more than he should or of
some article of food or drink not
Buited to his age or occupation, or
that his bowels are habitually
constipated.
Chamberlain's
Take
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regulate the bowels and Improve
the
digestion and see If the trouble does
not disappear. Ask for a free sample. Sold by all druggists.

mm

Article of IncorioraUoii.
"Jfce following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Quy Clifford Copper company. Incorporators, Frank Fuo.ua, J. T. Dook,
W. I. Gilbert, C. C. Coleman and K.
H. Bond, all of Duncan, Indian Territory. Object Judiciary and depository business and general mining business. Capital stock $2,000,000, divided into 80,000 shares at 25 cents a
capital stock already
share;
Duration, fifty years.
subscribed.
Territorial agent, William Fergusson,
Nogal, New Mexico.
Chlco Springs Ranch Sanatorium
company. Incorporators, S. Strong,
Hllver City; William Von Bruggen,
Ohloo; Arthur L. Mix, Maxwell City.
Object, conducting health resorts and
ranches. Capital stink. $150,000, divided into 15,000 shares at 10 cents
& share; $2,000 capital stock already
subscribed. Duration 49 years. Territorial agent William Von liruggen,
Chico, New Mexico.
Oscuro Copper company. Incorporators: F. W. Hunt, C. It. Welnkson,
O. IL Hall, C. A. Travis. J. P. Patten,
all of St. Paul. Minnesota. object,
general
mining
business. Capital
lock. $1,000,000, divided into one million shares at $1 each. Duration, 50
ye&ra. Place of business, Oscuro. Socorro county. Territorial agent, F. W.
Hunt, Oscuro.
Hachlta Copper Development company. Incorporators W. it. Thurston,
Hachlta; o. A. Thurston, Memphis,
Tennessee; J. E. Pehberthy. Hachlta.
Object general mining business. Capital stock, $200,000, divided into two
hundred thousand shares at $1 each;
$2.00 capital stock already subscribed Duration 60 years. Place of
business, Hachita, Orant county. Territorial agent, W. It. Thurston, Hachlta.
Posliuiikfer OoiuinisiiiiMMtl.
Harry D. Nelson has lieen commissioned postmaster at Victoria. Dona
Ana county.
NOuiiu s Public.

The following notaries public have
been appointed by GiiVfinnr li. J.
HnKcrinau:
John J. Zimmerman, lus Vrfi;is,
Situ Miguel county,
John Tondart,
Mora. Mora county; W. I,. Paddock.
Pendleton. San Juan county.

notice

i

on publication.

e
Department of the Interior, land
nt Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Feb. 2S, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Herrera, of Chllili, N. M . has filed
notice of his intention to make final
live-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
made December 31, 1901, for
the the SE'4 SVi and lot 5, Sec. 6,
and NE' NWU and lots 1 and 2,
N. Range 7 K,
Sec. 7, Township
and that said proof will be made before H. W. S. Otero. II. S. Court Commissioner, ut Albuquerque, N. M., on
i.'f-lic-

ar

0,

April 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up' of, the land, viz:
on, and cultivat
Francisco Ga
Martin, Au- pad
He!
iello
Ta, all of

thillll,

N. M.

i'ERO.
Register,
meeting of
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MEXICAN CENTRAL IS
NOT IX MERGER.
From a source well acquainted with
affairs of the Mexican Central comes
the statement that the Mexican government, in spite of Its efforts to secure control of the Central, failed to
do so and that that railroad is not
In the merger of
the government
lines, says the El Paso News.
This statement Is given an air cf
authenticity by the fact that branch
stations of the Mexican Central have
never received notice that the government was at the head of the road, and
no notice of the change of management has ever been Bent out from the
principal offices at Mexico City. Locally, there Is no means of verifying
the report, but from circumstances It
would appear that the manipulations
In the attempt to secure the line had
failed to materialize.
a

ItyiOTIlERS take pride in having their boys well dressed,
A

and this involves correct style. We are as particular
about boys' styles as about men's but careful that exclusive-nes- s
does not mean high price. Our boys' section was never
so full of novelties never .seemed so bright. You arc welcome to look never under obligation to buy.

fifty-nint-

25,-90-

A Full Line of Boys' Pants, All Styles, just Received

sei-slo-

A bill was Introduced In the houe
last Friday that, no matter how
meritorious It may be. by reason of
the lateness of the session, had ,iq
possible chance of being enacted Ino
law, and yet the cost to the government for its printing Is rather a
pretty penny.
The bill was by Mr.
Hearst and was entitled "An act to
provide for the national Incorporation
and control of corporations engaged
among the several
In commerce
states." At the time this bill was Introduced there remained but one
more legislative day of the congress,
and If it Is desired that the measure
should be considered by the sixtieth
congress ,it will have to be introduced
As Introngaln and printed again.
typeduced the bill made thirty-si- x
written pages and one of the Journal
figures
out
that
clerks of the house
in print it would cover approximately
six pages and would cost the government In the neighborhood of $115 l'

print

it.

The Independence of Senator Tillman, the fiery statesman from South
Carolina, la often manifested in debate.
The other day he was contending for the retention on the naval
bill of an amendment of Interest to
his state, which the conferees seemal
Inclined to throw out on the insistence of the house managers.
In attempting to mollify Mr. Tillman, Mr.
Hale, one of the conferees, said smilingly: "We'll take care of the senator on that Item at the next session."
"The senator from South Carolina
doesn't have to be taken cBre of."
hotly retorted Mr. Tillman. "The senator from. South Carolina has Just
for another term and
been
he doesn't care three straws for tha
people down around Charlston who
want this appropriation put through,
so far as their political influence is
concerned. But I want this appropriation because it Is right and because it is in the Interest of th?
navy. You need not worry about my
wanting to be 'taken care of."'
the disappearance
from congress of a number of the
veterans who have been there some
years and who now hold assignments
on many of the most Important committees of the house, there Is likely
to be a serious shaking up of some of
these committees when Speaker Cannon comes to casting about for his
committees at the opening of sixtieth
As a

result of

M. MANDELL
congress.

There are six vacancies o;i
Chamberlain's
Colic,
Cholera
committee ways ind
COMING EVENTS
Diarrhoea Itemed?.
means which deals with all matters
of revenue and finance In the lui'i"'.'.
This remedy has been in use tmr
It will be clearly within the power of
over thirty years and has proved it-sthe speaker to make this a more solALMANAC EVENTS.
to be the most successful rem
idly stand-pa- t
committee than It is ut
edy yet discovered for bowel
March 17. St. Patrick's Day.
present, or to shift it over somewhat
It never falls. Sold by
' plaints.
March 21. Spring begins.
towards revision without offending
druggists.
anybody by causing removals.
24.
j
March
Palm Sunday.
Five of the vacancies are due to
March 2.1.- - Lady Day; annuncla- - '
the retirement of republicans. Three
of the cart wheel horses Orosvenor, tion.
I IT ILL 1L
liabcock, McCIeary have all been
March 29 Good Friday.
retired.
Orosvenor and McCleii-and CURE
LUNCO
..mini oi r.t&siirr ouiiuuy.
were stand-patteof the most proMay 30 Memorial Day of O. A. It.
st
type;
was
nounced
a
liabcock
WITH
of a mild type, who needed only
Itliciiinatic I'alns Relieved.
the favorable wind of popular clamor
to blow him over bodily Into the
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, relieves
camp of Insurgent revisionists.
Currheumatic pains and makes sleep
tis, of Kansas, and William Alden and rest possible, which is alone
Smith ,of Michigan, have both be?n worth many times Its cost. B. F.
ONSUMPTtON
Price
promoted to the senate.
The oppor- Crocker, Esq., now 84 years of age,
OUGHIaM
tunities that come to the speaker in and for twenty years Justice of the
6001.00
OLDS
connection with the committee are peace at Martlnsburg. Iowa, says:
Free Trial.
full of promise for arlff revision. If "I am terribly afflicted with sciatic
Every- rheumatism
the speaker Is so in. I'ned.
my lert arm and
Surest and Quickest Cure-- for mlk
in
body is wondering wli:'. he will di right hip. I have used three bot- THROAT and LUNG TROUB
vacancy
It.
is
democratic
The
about
tics of Chamberlain's Pain jJalm and
LES, or MONEY BACK.
caused by the retirement of Samuel It did mo lots of good." For sale
M. Hobcrtson, of Louisiana, who, next by all druggist..
to John Sharp Williams, is the rankIndian pnr
ing minority member on this commitf Dr. "Williams'
JjOintmo.it
will curaHIUO.
tee.
Piles. IlBbsorbstbetaoum
Found nt Lat.
illiiys the itublni?atonre,atar
us ia Poultice, irivr lnManft r
J. A. Harmon, of I.liseinore. West
lief. Dr. Wllllanis'lmlinnPlleOlnW
Va., sayi: "At last I have found the
mnnt In nrpuari'd for I'llMftnd 11
pill that never disappoints
In of thn pnvato parts.
t perfect
Every bos tar
me; and for the benefit of oth"rs
vnrrnnien. liy onanist!", ny Binil on
relpt of nrlr. 60 cent nnt I.OO.
lyptioui
wiin
i,.er nnu)
ailllcted
MANUFACTURING CI., l'rop. :ivclara:ojai"i
chronic constipation, will say: take
Guar- Dr. King's New Life Pills."
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft 0!f.
20c nt all dealanteed satisfactory.
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.

TWO

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB

I

LOANS.

I

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Buildin

YARDS OF SANTA FE

A. E. WALKER
J. TAYLOR IS t'KUSHF.D

KN;i.K

AND

CAR.

nmm

UFTAVKKN
AND J.

SMITH FALLS FROM CAR.
Trinidad, Colo., March 7. Two
trainmen were hurt Tuesday In the
Trinidad yards of the Santa Fe railroad one fatally, one seriously.
J. Taylor, a brakemun, while cutting out the air hose between a locomotive and the forward car of a
string of boxes, got caught between
the two at the hips.
He was badly
severe Internal
crushed, sustaining
hurts, from which he later died. He
was removed to the Sisters' hospital,
where he remained until death relieved his sufferings at 'i o'clock Wednesday morning.
Joy Smith, a switchman, was riding
on a tlatcar loaded with
lumber,
which was moving along the house
track. While tightening the brake
handle with his brake staff, the staff
broke, hurling him. off the car to
the ground, where he seriously hurt
his hip and side. He will probably
recover.
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Is the joy of the household, for withoul
i r.o happiness can te complete. How
kweet the picture of mother and babe!
Argel smile at and commend the
thoughts and apirat'ons of the mother
mm
m
mm
fl L bending over the cradle. T'.e ordeal through
Hfl H
Deafnaa Cannot Ba Cured
local applications, as they cannot
wnich the expectant mother must pass, how-X- I by
7 W R BJI
reach
diseased portion of the ear.
the
LHaF
0
ever, is go full of danger and suffering that slo There is only
one way to cure deafness,
by constitutional remedies.
Is
and
that
she
forward
to
the
looks
feel
when
shall
hour
HARMON hKLHTKI) FOR KANDeafness Is caused by an inflamed condition or the mucous lining of the EusSAS t TTY TERMINAL HEAD the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear
tachian Tube. When this tuba is InflamII. L. Harmon, manager
of the Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of chili
you have a rumbling sound or Impered
Kansas City viaduct has been elected birth can be entirely avoided by the use t f Mother's Friend, a scientific fect bearing,
and when It la entirely
president of the Kansas City Termiclosed. Deafness la ths result, and unnal company, to succeed John M. liniment lor external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all less the Inflammation can ba taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal conKgan, who resigned to accept the the p.irti, and assists natur in
dition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
management of a big railway enternine cases out of ten are caused by
prise in South America. The railroad its sublime work, liy it!
Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflampresidents held a meeting today and thousand
of women
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
several names were under discussion passed
We will gfve One Hundred Dollars for
inn great crisis in pei
for the position, among them A. S.
any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh)
Dodge, assistant to the vioe president feet safely and without pair.,
that cannot be cured by Hails Catarrh
Cure. Bend for circulars free.
of the Hock Island company; D. R.
F. J. CHENEY tt CO.. Props.,
Kjl
JP
Cor book
Rider, superintendent of the Kansas Soid t 1 oc per bottli bdroggn'
Toledo, Ohio.
City Belt; H. O. Burt, former presiLt" I I
ol prtcelct vsluc tc ill women scot lre Addr
grya
Lp
Sold by all Druggists. 76a
dent of the Union Pacific, and K. L.
a Family Pllla for constipaTake
Hall
B
B
0
KM
UU
HCOVLA
H
CO.. Atlmntm. Om
Martin, chairman of the board of the mRAOriBLO
tion.

Iff

for boys
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FREIGHT CONGESTION ON
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
Probably never before in the history of the Illinois Central railroad,
according to officials, has the St.
Louis division of that road been In a
more congested condition than at the
present time. The yards between St.
Louis and Mounds, the southern terminal of i he division, and between
Central! and Carbondale, are taxed
to rapacity, and in many instances
siding tracks have been pressed Into
service to accommodate the Immense
traffic. Coal shipments from mines
along the St. Louis division have been
materially handicapped during the
past two weeks, and present indications offer no relief. The railroad
cc mpany has added extra engines and
crews, but ns yet they have failed to
facilitate conditions. The railroad
company attributes the predicament
to the limited locomotive power.
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Secretary Mutual Dulldlng
at 217 West

COMING IX OCT OF THE COLD Uon. Of ace
we
appreciate a perfectly
heated avenue.
house, but it la not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours ia lack
Inr in any way, or if you are undecided What Is thn host
stall In a new house and need Infor

mation that is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
air and steam heating.
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with Rauba and Uauger
Office, 115 North First 8a.
ALIlUQf EIIQUE, N. M.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
The...
"SHORT LINE"
to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Sprlnga and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
the
DENVER

& RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD

through the fertile San Lula valley; also to tha San Juan country
of Colorado.

For information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

S. K. HOOPER,

Gcucral Passenger
Denver,

Ticket Agent
Colo.

rOTI A OltJkOI
Dealers In Groceries, Provlrlon Bar
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Lina of Imported Wines Liquor'
and Cigars. Place your orders fit
thla Una with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinda of

Fresh and Salt

Steam Sausage Factory.
KMIL KLIIvNWOKT
Masonic Building, North Third

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATW
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Bloek.
Telephona No.

14

It.

Give us your ROUGH DRY wwrft.
and get It back Wedaeadaj
Imperial Laundry Co.
Monday,
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its Location

1

COME

r

BKLKN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN' LINE
K
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
1.0U0 BUSINESS
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK . D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING J16.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE

ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
HELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY: THREE HOTEL'S. RESTAURANTS, ETC
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND 1LY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY i
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

A

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico!
uu wvivia
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BECKER,

Pres"

WM, M. BERBER,

ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

,

Sec')

D

WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE TEAR,
WITH ( PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
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APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

n
EJ

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.

Im-

provement Co.

Railway Center

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

v- --,

AIL FAST LIMITED EXPKKSS. MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement
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TO BELEN. H. M,
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1

city.

THE DAINTIEST EVER

on busi

ness.

Klfk.'r of lienver Is In the
I.
city today.
K. I Marsh fr Kansas City Is rerls-trreat the Crnige.
"It y. Mlrli.,
W. O. Foote of Travers
Is stopping In the city.
John It. Smellle of HI. l.ouls is 111
the city for a few days.
Trainmaster 1'. Ripley "f San Mar- olul Is In town today.
J. M. Mct'ornnck of Chicago Is
stopping at the Alvarado.
Messrs. J. V. and N. K. Manronx
S. I)., are visitors In ..ip city.
of
(I. Is. Hackney of San Marclal
Ir.
was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.lllert.
Denver, arc in the city for a short
stay.
Mr. nnd Mrs. K. 1'. NVmlson of
Philadelphia, are registered at the Al
varado.
Col. K. W. Pobson returned on the
limited today from a business trip to
A.

i

d

la rather an old story and sounds
little llko boasting to nay that our
now Spring Stylos In foot wear Are
the snappiest and best we ever offered to the public.
Rut It Is true and In Justice to our
stock we are obliged to say so.
Have you examined our stock lately? If not, we cordially Invite you

It

A

to d(i so.
Men's hltfli nIhn.
Men's low hlioos
Women' lilj;li kIhh-s- .

Women's
Women's
Shoe for
Slim- - for

.83.23 to
1.05 to
. . . 1.75 to
low shoes.... 1.50 to
slippers
'.. 1.10 to
1.25 to
boys
1.00 to
Klrls

iA-a-

4.00
3.50
5.00
3.50
2.00
2.50
2.25

frianta Fe.
John W. Hoke, wlfo and two sons,
of Hannibal, Mo., are In the city, en
route to California.

Attorney Ellsworth Ingalls returned
a business

on the limited today from

trip to Las Vegas.

BRICHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
18

--

120 S.

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

Packages, t5o and S5c per lb.

I
I

1 lb. tins, 45c.

b.
--

tins, 85c.
lb .tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
b.

.

tucket,

Qolden Gate coffee
tins, 40c.
tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

premium,

with

eo '

b.

b.

Something unique
Bulk coffee, too to 40c.

can.

a

fewl

Believe Us

HATS!

TILL MONDAY

suit of reitlevin hrousht before
Judge Crnlg this afternoon by Per- reie Artnljo against Natlvdad Mon-tan- o
was continued by the Judge until
Monday, March 18, at 10 o'clock a.
m. The plaintiff asked for the continuance that a witness In the person
of Henry Hernando might be located
ana Drought Into court.
It seems th"t Mr. Arm o hnd his
deputy levy certain property of Mon- tano to satisfy a civil debt, nnd that
when the deputy went to levy the
goods he found a team of horses at
Montanos Mace nnd leveyed upon
them. It now Is said that the horses
were not tho property of Montano. but
belonged to two kIHs, of whom Montano Is guardian.
STOCK MARKET STTLIi
I ii.i.kI. imS MOItMNG
New York.
T.
There was
Mir.
considerable excitement nnd disorder
n the eniiy stock market today. The
opening movement of prices Indicated
uiai me bear party hart recovered
from the demoralization caused by the
eport yesterday that the control of
the Heading had passed to Harrlman.
A vigorous onslaught
of prices was
made lit the start. Tho Heading Itself
relapsed three points from last night's
close, und there were many other declines. Operations In Heading during
0
the lirst hour nrgregated about
shares. Frick refused to be Interviewed. HarrlTian's associates said
they hnve no knowledge of any Heading deal, mil says ho doesn't know
anything about It.
Ihe weakness in the stock market
became more general In tho final
hour than at any time during tho day
although the volume of liquidation
was not noticeably heavy.
80,-00-

T. Y. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-AUYNAR- D

NEW

JEWELERS

LEADING

MEXICO'S

IMf.

T,

n the purchase of a Piano

TODAY
We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

A Tremendous Stock Now In and More Arriving
Every Day, Showing Many Inportant Changes in
Styles and Colors, the Most Important being the New

Do It Today

Telescope Styles

Learnard
Eatablltbed

&

Lindemann,

In Light Greys, Tans and Blacks

206 W. Gold Avcnne

1900

COAL

Genuine American
ton
Cerrlllos Lump

per

block,

lfl.R0
$8.50
S8.50

nthraclte Nnt

Prices $2.00 to $5.00

$900
Vntlirnclte mixed
Vmltraclte, stove .and .furnace
$0.50
sizes
$0.00
Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

CALL,

.. .92.23

IN AND SEE THEM

Tickets for the hand concert are
IV.
going like Thaw editions of a Sunday
lOSTMASTER AXI PKXSIOX
paper. Better get in and get yours.
NEW
MEXICO
FOR
Both Phones.
President W. O. Tight, of the Unito The Evening Citizen.
versity of New Mexico, returned last Special
D. C, March 7. Mark
night from a short visit to Santa Fe. C. Washington,
Heflln. vice W. T. Mullnrky, re
The W. C. T. U. met In regular ses. signed, has been appointed postmaster
slon this afternoon at 3 o'clock, in the at Flora Vista, San Juan county,
10 lbs. Nice
Extracted Honey for
parlors of the First Presbyterian N. M.
11.00. Order by Postal.
church.
In the pension division, pensions
W. P. Allen, Box 202, Albuquerque.
Mrs. U. J. Kummell, who has been for SZ each have been uranted Hobert
confined to her bed several weeks Stewart. Jose Enrique Lopes an I
with la grippe, was able to take din James M. itoss.
ner in the dining room yesterday.
J. A. Klondin arrived
last night STIIEITT CAR STRIKE IS
piioiiAiiM-- : in Lorisviiii.K in
from Kansas City to accept a position
Louisville, Mar. 7. The local union
ns bookkeeer and salesman tor the
Music com of street railway employes today de
Learnard &
pany.
elded to present the entire question
between the
Mrs. Blanche It. Wynkoop, of this of matters In dispute
and its employes to
city, has tiled suit for a divorce from Louisville railway
President Minary. of the company
her husband, Harvey A. Wynkoop, for
115-11- 7
arbitration. It was unanimously
rt
as the ground
She alleges
voted
that if the company refused to
for the action.
Between Railroad and Ccpptr Ave., Tel. 74
sign
of agreement a strike
Owing to the Indisposition of Mrn, shall articles
be
called
Sllbernagle, her place on the program
Co. band
of the American Lumber
NOT
concert, Friday night, will be filled by STHOTHEIt RROTIIERS
(il llIY OF Ml llDKIl
a solo by Mrs. Hugh S. Collins.
Culpepper. Va Mar. 7. After be
Ing ou an hour and a half the jury
J. II. O'Reilly and several other
In the case of James
Knights of Columbus did the
and Phillip
this afternoon in showing a party Strother, on trial for the murder o
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
of visiting San Francisco Knights of Wm. F. Bvwaters. their brother-l- n
law, returned a verdict of not guilty
Columbus around Albuquerque.
HARNESS
SADDLERY
was Bhot while at
Stated communication of Temple today. Bywaters
to leave the house ImmeLodge No. 6, A. P. & A. M. this even tempting
ceremony.
ing at 7:30 o'clock. Work In the En diately after the marriage
AGENTS
tered Apprentice degree. By order of
HITTR MIXFHS CAST LIGHT
the W. M. J. C. Kerger, secretary.
VOTH AT AXXl'AIi KLKCTIOX
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
Anona Council No. 1, Degree of Po
Butte. Mar. 7. Considering the
cahontas, will hold a regular meeting
Mingathered
large
at
which
number
n.t
be
8 o'clock.
tonight
Lunch will
occasion of
John Deere Plows and Implements
served after meeting. All Ited Men ers' hall last night, the
the annual election of officers, a light
are cordially Invited to attend.
open
were
polls
was
cast.
The
Contractor William Coullodon, who vole
Winona Wagons
1 o'clock In the afternoon
McCormick Mowers and Repairs
until
two from
received a fractured shoulder
8 o'clock In the evening and the vote
weeks ago Sunday in a runaway be polled was 2,286
tween this city and Isleta, is mending
fast and hopes to be at work again l.i
farmer nntxs
a few days.
THROWS JAMKS PARR
C. 8. Trlplett will superintend the
Omaha, Neb.,, Mar. 7. Farmer
erection of the new bridge the Do- Burns
his
mingo Lumber company is going to wrestlingwon
with James Parr,
build across the Klo Grande two champion1 match
England, at the audiof
miles north of Pena Blanca, and left torium Wednesday night Parr
took
for the scene of operations yesterday.
minutes
first' bout in twenty-on- e
The structure will bo about 600 feet the
and
third in
and Burns the second
long.
minutes, re
thirteen and twenty-fou- r
Judge McClellan had not rendered spectively.
dam
a decision in the
age suit at 3 o'ciocok this afternoon
STOPS ANY ITCIIIXG.
He said that both sides asked for
damages and that he would likely Uoan's Ointment Cures Eczema aud
render a decision giving both dam
Itching; Plies Albuquerque Peoages, with a slight favor toward the
ple Recommend It.
nlainLirr.
W. It. Brown, district freight and
application
of Doan's OinS
One
passenger agent for the Santa Fe at
Short treat
KI Paso, is in the city accompanied by ment stops any Itching.
H. M. Krhard, who has Just come mcnt cures eczema. Itching piles, salt
from Chanute, Kansas, to accept the rheum any skin eruption or skis
position of traveling agent for the Itching. It Is the cheapest remedy to
Santa Fe under Mr. Brown. Mr.
was station agent for the Santa use, because so little of It Is required
Here is
to bring relief and a cure.
Fe at Chanute.
Col. K. E. Twltchull, assistant at Albuquerque testimony to prove It:
torney for the Santa Fe In New MexMrs. J. W. Weir, living at 719
I.
ico, and one of the most enthusiastic
street, Albuquerque, N. M..
Eleventh
good roads boosters in the territory, says:
poan
I tiave used
i uinimen
Is scheduled to make a talk at the
Commercial club tonight on the sub and found It of great value for re
ject of "Good Koads." Any one in llevlng eczema, and I firmly believe
terested in good roads and caring to that this preparation if faithfully
hear Col. Twltchell will be welcome,
tried, will cure the complaint men
W. M. McCoy, of McCoy & Co., gen tloned, or any other skin eruptloi
eral merchants at Mountalualr, Is in where there is inflammation."
the city, with Mrs. McCoy, who is
Price 60
For sale by all dealers.
confined at St. Joseph's hospital. Mr.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo.
McCoy savs that the Santa Fe has be- - cents.
gun the construction of a "Y" at New York, sole agents for the United
Mountatnalr, and that the Indications
are that the town on Abo pass will be States.
Remember the name Doans and
the best business proposition on the take
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no other.
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Santa Fe cut-of- f.
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Gen. Hugh Cameron, the Kannas
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hermit, who Is coming to New Mexico author and world-wid- e
r deliver one of his famous ilustrated
to bear a message to
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the First Methodist
Boss, left the Kansas capital Monday lectures
morning and is now four days on his church. This Is Dr. Payne's fifth np
pearance befme an Albuquerque aud
great pilgrimage.
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steps of the Kansas capltol, and was
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haaptsdartd a dainty mo met to regale
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c!ifinir dish is ipplitt with tit
pAttiuted aramleaa "Ivory"
clrtt fowl au lound only in Man
Cj. Chafing Plattcs.

Wagner
Hardware Co.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware
Co.
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Shifts from Earl & Wilson, See Them.

Men on the Market

Today at Popular
Prices
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Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -
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a pair, Sold Only
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E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Home Insurance the Best
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A few cents will buy a pair of ou- Hhoe laces, which will Improve the
looks of your footwear 100 per cent.
Wo have all kinds, leather, couui,
linen or silk. In brown, white or
black. Prices run from 2"jC to 2.
C. Mays
lio storo .ill 'Vit Rail
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;roci:ry
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The horseshoers of Albuquer- que In 'general have decided on
a slight advance In horse-shoing, owing to an advance In the
Beginning
price of material.
with March 1.
e-

Sulscrlle for The Kvenlng
TICKETS

R.R

AND

it

Citizen,

BOUGHT. SOU
EXCHANGED

Trsoioetlons
Guarantoto

1

1

COLOMBO HALL
50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladles Frea

B CANNCTT

ft

Address Home Office,

8 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Admission

u

if

Association Offle.

ROSENFIEID'S,

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arliona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Us Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It la to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
la owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
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